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By JUUE PACE
AP White House Off-respondent

By SHERRY McCLAIN
MSU Print Media

WASHINGTON (AP) — Uncompromising and politically
emboldened, President Barack'Obama urged a deeply divided
Congress Tuesday night to mbrace his plans to use government
money to create jobs and strengthen the nation's middle Class. He
declared Republican ideas for reducing the deficit "even worse"
than the unpalatable deals Washington had to stomach during his
first term.
In his first State of the Union address since winning re-election. Obama conceded economic revival is an "unfinished task,"
but he claimed clear progress and said he prepared to build on it
as he embarks on four more years in office.
"We have cleared away the rubble of crisis, and we can say
with renewed confidence that the state of our union is strong,"
Obama said in an hour-long address to a joint session of
Congress and a television audience of -millions.
Yet with unemployment persistently high and consumer confidence falling, the economy remains a vulnerability for Obama
and could disrupt his plans for pursuing a broader agenda.
including immigration overhaul, stricter gun laws and climate
change legislation.
Obama also announced new steps to reduce the U.S. military
footprint abroad, with 34.000 American troops withdrawing
from Afghanistan within a' year. And he had a sharp rebuke for
North Korea, which launched a nuclear test just hours before his
remarks,saying."Provocations of the sort we saw last night will
only isolate them'further."
In specific proposals for shoring up the economy in his second
term,an assertive Obama called for increased federal spending to
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ED MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
Former state Sen Ken Winters ofMurray. prepares to speak at the Boy Scout Breakfast in
the Murray Room of the CFSB Center Tuesday morning. Speaking on behalf of further education in Kentucky, Winters commended the local efforts and donors for their many hours
and charitable contributions to Scouting, noting the changes the program makes in young
men's lives.

Tuesday Breakfast brings in
nearly $18,000 for Scouting
• over an hour,and all in the name of Scouting.
Held in the Murray' Room of the CFSB
Center. the Friends of. Scouting Breakfast
oted officials and local dignitaries gath- . played host to a near-capacity crows!, as MSU
Catering services supplied extra tables and
ered for breakfast and fellowship
.chairs for those in attendance. ,
Monday morning to raise funds and
A litany of speakers, including Robert
spread the message for volunteers in local
Valentine of Murray State University, along
Scouting efforts.
The final tally - nearly $18,000 coming from
businesses and individuals - was raised in just
II See Page 2A
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer

N

•
Dr. Sandy Miles of Murray
State University's Bauernfeind
College of Business will be ode
of two people representing the.
United _ States
at the Feb. 1820 meetings
sponsored by
Gulfstream in London,
England.
Miles will
represent U.S.
Liman
Resource
Mies
Management
interests on two key work
groups established by the
International, Organization for
Standardization
(ISO)
Technical Committee(IC)260,
(Technical Committee for'
establishing
International
Human
Resource,
Management Standards).
•
The two work groups were'
established at the ISO/TC260
Plenary meeting in Melbourne,
Australia,'in September. They
Were tasked with developing an
architectural framework for
standard development for the
work of TC 260. Six countries,
with the U.S. and France takink
the lead, will be represented.

•See Page 31It

North Korea conducts third nuke test
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS

Dynamic; 4AP Photo I Charles Dharapak, Pool
- President Barack Obama, flanked by Vice President Joe
Biden and House Speaker John Boehner of Ohio, gives his
State of the Union address during a joint session of
Congress on Capitol Hilri Washington, Tuesday Feb.1,2,
2013.
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Wednesday night: Mostly
clear. Lows in the lower 30s.
Thursday: Partly sunny.
Highs in the lower 50s.
Thursday night: Partly
cloudy. Lows around 30.
Friday: Partly sunny. Highs
in the lower 40s,
Friday night: Partly cloudy.
Lows in the mid 20s.
Saturday: Partly cloudy.
Highs in the upper 30s.
Saturday night: Partly
cloudy. Lows in the mid 20$.
Sunday: Partly cloudy.
Highs in the upper 30s.
Monday: Partly sunny with a
30 percent chance of rain
showers. Highs in the upper
40s.
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PYONGYANG, North Korea (A2)-Defying U.N. warnings, North Korea on
Tuesday conducted its third nuclear test in
the remote, snowy northeast, taking a crucial step toward its goal of building a bomb
small enough to be fitted on a missile capable of striking the United States.
North Korea said the atomic test was
merely its "first response" to what it called
U.S. threats, and said it will continue with
unspecified "second and third measures of
greater intensity" irWashington maintains
its hostility.
The underground test, which set off pow-

The test was a defiant response to U.N.
erful seismic waves, drew immediate_ conorders
to shut down atomic activity or face
U.N.
and
Washington.
the
demnation from
others. Even no:only major ally. China,sum- more sanctions and international isolation.
moned the North's ambassador for a dress- It will likely draw more sanctions from the
United States and other countries at a time
ing-down.
President Barack Obama, who was sched- when North Korea is trying to rebuild its
uled io give a State of the Union address moribund economy and expand its engagelater Tuesday, said nuclear tests "do not ment with the outside world.
Several U.N. resolutions bar North Korea
make North Korea more secure." Instead.
North Korea has "increasingly isolated and from conducting nuclear or missile tests
impoverished its people through its ill- because the U.N. Security Council considadvised pursuit of weapons of mass destruc- ers Pyongyang a-would-be proliferator of
weapons of mass destruction and its nuclear
tion," he said in a statement.
.testing
a threat to international peace and
device
'was
North Korea claimed the
Seoul
said
it
previous
tests;
than
in
smaller
•See Page 3A
likely produced a bigger explosion.

MCTA OKs
comp tickets
for families
of employees

THE SIGN
SAYS IT ALL
Students from Murray
High School and
Calloway County High
School were greeted by a
sign declaring "Welcome
To The Real World!"
Tuesday afternoon as
they entered the annual
Reality Store in the Grand
Ballroom of the Curris
Center on the Murray
State University campus..
Theiactivity is geared as •
a rial-life exercise for students of both districts.
when it comes to managing money. The event
continues today.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
The Murray-Calloway Transit
Authority Board approved a
new policy Tuesday to allow
families of employees to have
two complimentary sides per
month for round trips in Murray
and Calloway County.
The policy is designed. to
crack down on overuse of this
privilege. It is also matches the
number of complimentary rides
board members are allowed for

JOHN WRIGHT
/Ledger & Times

•See Page 3A
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IIII Boy Scouts...

From F

,ning and preparation skills than
From Front
others, are more goal-oriented
with Ron Hubbard, Sr., Fletcher and usually network with oth- fix the nation's roads and
Schrock and Robert Burns of ers. Winters continued by say- bridges, the first increase in the
the Fottif-Rivers District, spoke ing leadersloc
Eagle Scputs
i are more apt minimum wage in six years and
of the benefits Scouting pro- _ for
positions in local expansion of early education to
vides in the area, but npne were communities d repi5rt having every American 4-year-old.
welcomed than keynote speaker closer relationships with family Seeking to appeal for support
and former state Sen. Ken and friends.
from Republicans, he promised
Winters, who recieved a standWinters challenged adults to that none of his proposals" would
ing ovation before taking the increase their involvment in increase the deficit "by a single
podium and addressing • the children's lives,saying the guid- dime" although he didn't explain
crowd.
ance would be well served for how he would pay for his Pro"Dr. Winters understands and the future.
grams or how much they would
has personified in his rife and
"Don't allow, decisions of cost.
his work four tenants of the Boy, such magnitude in young peoIn the Ripublicati response to
Scouts of America - knowledge, ple's lives to occur in a vaccu- Obama's
address, rising GOP
leadership, integrity and service urn," he said."I know• you want
star Marco Rubio of Florida
to God and Country," said Bill what's best for them,and I want
came right back at the president,
Adams,
who
introduced what's best for them, but I also
saying his solution- "to virtually
Winters. Adams worked under want what's best for America
every problem we face is for
Winters at Murray State and what's best for Kentucky to
University for a number of happen. We hive to be more Washington to tax more, borrow
more and spend more."
years.
proactive.
Sen. Rubio, in prepared
An admitted longtime friend
"For more than 100 years, the
remarks-,
said presidents of both
of Scouting, but never a Scout Boy Scouts has sought to
parties
have
recognized that the
himself, Winters shared his con- encourage and instill the values
cerns about current and future necessary to help young men free enterprise system brings
generations.
and women continue to make middle-class prosperity.
"But President Obama?"
Scouting and its volunteers,he ethical and moral choices for
Rubio said. "He believes it's the
said, are shaping the minds and the entire course of their life."
futures of everyone around
Murray-Calloway
County
.
, cause of our prohlems."
Still, throughout the House
them.
•
now resides in the Four Rivers
"I'm worried about Our coun- District
the chamber there wert symbolic
(formerly
try," Winters said. "I know that Allotawatta District) of the displays of bipartisanlhip. Rep.
people like you - people like Lincoln Heritage Council and is Tammy Duckworth, D-III.,
those hardworking volunteers - considered one of the largest arrived early and sat with Sen.
are making a difference itrthe 'Scouting ventures in the U.S., Mark Kirk, R-Ill., just returned
lives of young people in this serving nearly 46,000 youth in January nearly a year after
nation, and we will all benefit ,,from Louisville to the tri-state suffering a debilitating. stroke.
from that."
As a captai,n in the National
area.
Referencing.a study completNewly formed Troop 3 Out of Guard,Duckworth lost both her
ed through Baylor University, First Baptist Church in Murray
Winters said Eagle Scouts were presented the colors for the
AP source: Body found
more likely to have higher plan- breakfast.

From Front

Morgan: No people injured in Monday night fire
Staff Report
Although no people were
injured in a mobile homefire in
the northeastern part of the
county Monday night, three animals died before firefighters
could get to the scene, according to Calloway County FireRescue Chief Tommy Morgan.
Neighbors reported the fire at
54 Tripp Drive near Hico shortly before 10 p.m. Monday. The
first of about. 10 or 11 trucks
arrived on the scene 12 minutes
after the call came in, and firefighters got the fire under control within about 30 minutes,
Morgan said. About 20-25
CCFR volunteer firefighters

responded to the fire and stayed
on the scene for about two
hours,
said.
No people were injured, km
two dogs and one cat died in the
fire, Morgan said. He said he
was told that the resident only
stayed in the home during the
summer,so no people were hurt.
Because no insurance policy
existed on the property, there
will be no investigation on the
cause of the fire, but Morgan
said he suspected it might have
been caused by an electric
heater. He said the remains of a
heater were found ne
presumed origin of the

BIG BEAR, Calif. (AP) —
The extraordinary manhunt for
the fonner Los Angeles police
officer suspected of three murders converged Tuesday on a
mountain cabin where he was
believed to have barricaded
himself inside, engaged in a
shootout that killed a deputy and
then never emerged as the home
went up in flames.
A single gunshot was heard
from within, and a charred body
was found inside.
If the man inside proves to be
Christopher Dorner, the search
for the most wanted man in
Ame • a over the last week
w uld ha ended the way he
had expected _ death, with the
police pursuing him.
Thousands of officers had

legs while serving in Iraq in
2004.
A few aisles away,the top two
tax writers in Congress, Rep.
Dave Camp, R-Mich., and Sen.
Max Baucus, D-Mont., sat
together.
But as a sign that divisions
still remain, three of the most
conservative Supreme Court
justices skipped Obama's
speech. Six of the nine attended.
Missing were Justices Clarence
Thomas, Antonin Scalia and
Samuel Auto.
Jobs and growth dominated
Obama's address. Many elements of his economic blueprint
were repacked proposals from
his first term that failed to gain
traction on Capitol Hill.
Standing in Obama's way now
is a Congress that remains nearly as divided as it was during the
final years of his first _term,
when Washington lurched from
one crisis to another.
f The president 'implored lawmakers to break through partisan logjams, asserting that "the
greatest nation on Earth cannot
keep conducting its business by
drifting from one manufactured
crisis to the next."
"Americans don't expect government to solve every problem," he said. "They do expect
us to forge reasonable compromise where we can."

in burned cabin rubble
been on the hunt for the former
Navy reservist since police said
he launched a campaign to exact
revenge against the Los Angeles
Police Department for his firing.
They say he threatened to bring
"warfare" to officers and their
families, spreading fear and setting off a search for him across
the Southwest and Mexico.
"Enough is enough. It's tinie
for you to turn yourself in. It's
time to stop the bloodshed,"
LAPD Cmdr. Andrew Smith
said at a news conference held
outside police headquarters in
Los Angeles, a starkly different
atmosphere than last week when
officials briefed the news media
under tight secprity with Dorner
on the loose.

Ky. has high felony
disenfranchisement rate
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At Lourdes, we believe that quality
is as important as convenience
when it comes to heart care.
Board-certifted interventional
cardiologist Ralph Milsaps, M.D
of Mercy Cardiology-Murray. is
located in the heart of town, and
offers in-office care for cardiac
stress testing. echocardiograms,
hotter monitonng and more.
Plus, as part of the Lourdes
network, Dr. Mifsaps works
directly with the hospitals
cardiac team to ensure patients
have access to cardiac MRI
and CT, angioplasty and stent
placement, cardiac surgery
and a 24-hour Accredited Chest
Pain Center

To schedule an appointment with Dr. Milsaps, please call 1-855-490-4707
•.
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DAVID TAYLOR

LOUISVILI:E,Ky.(AP) — A
new report shows nearly a quarter-million Kentuckians' are
denied access kr voting booths
because of felony convictions.
The report relkased Tuesday
by the League of Woinen Voters
of Kentucky says the state has
the third highest rate of people
who lost their voting rights
despite completing felony sentences.
Among
blacks.
Kentucky has the secqnn,high,,,
est disenfranchisement rate.
The report says one of every
14 adults in Kentucky is ineligible to vote due to a felony con- •
viction.
It says Kentucky- is'One of
anently disfour states that
enfranchise alle
P tlons, even
after they complete their sentences.
The report says Kentucky's
process to regain voting rights
is one of the nation's"mOst burdensome."

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times

Salar Ardebili, left, and Caroline Ruark perform a scene from
"Almost, Maine," which will run at Playhouse in the Park
Thursday through Sunday.

"Almost, Maine'set
to open at Playhouse
By HAWKINS 'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
"Almom,,Maine," a romantic
comedy`featuring nine vignettes
about the joys and perils of
romance, in a remote, mythical
town, will be presented at
Playhouse in the Park Thursday
through Sunday.
The show's directoL is Murray
State UniversityAheater professor
Daryl Phillipy, who played
Father Flynn 'last year in "the
Playhouse production of-John
Patrick Shanley's "Doubt: A
Parable." "Almost, Maine" was
written by actor John Cariani and
debuted Off Broadway in 2006.
Although it only ran for a Month,
it has become popular with professional and nonprofessional
theater companies all over the
4orld. According to the New
York Times-,Dramatics magazine
listed "Almost, Maine" .as the
most most-produced play in
North American high schools in
2010,
replacing
William
Shakespeare's "A Midsummer
Night's Dream."
"There are nine stories set in
the mythical town of Almost,
Maine," Phillipy said. "They're
all loosely interconnected. Each
play deals with the citizens who
live in the same small tows. It's
apparent that they know kach
other because they mention each
other in other scenes, but they
never really interact outside of
the individual scenes, which have
either two or three people in
them. All the scenes are about
people falling in and out dime.
It's got a lot of whimsy to it. It's
kind of got a surrealistic nature to
it. All of the scenes- take place at

Misirayans lace DVO violation charges
Staff Report
Two Murray residents are facing
charges of marijuana possession
and violating a domestic violence
order after a traffic stop Ky state
'police Tuesday.
According to Kentucky State
Police, Trooper Jody_Cash initialed..a traffic stop at approximately
2:59 p.m. on KY 80 at the
Calloway/Marshall County line on
the vehicle of Samantha Hill, 24,
of Murray. The stop was made to
investigate a possible violation of
a Kentucky Domestic Violence
Order. During the stop,the passenger allegedly gave Cash a false
name, date of birth ana social
'security number. The passenger
was later identified as Bradley

THURMAN FOSTER
I've met a lot of people in my 7 years of selling
cars in Murray. I invite all of my friends, family,
former classmates and previous customers to
come see me at David Taylor Chrysler. We have
a wide selection of new Chryslers, Dodges,
Jeeps and Rams,and I can help find the perfect
vehicle for you!

1400 North 12th Street• Murray •270-753-6448
(formerly Coin's)

Thurmond, 29, of Murray, the
respondent in a Domestic Violence
Order(DVO)filed by Hill.
Cash detected a strong odor of
nlarijuana coming from the vehicle, KSP said. During a search,
Cash discovered, marijuana and
drug paraphernalia. Thurmond •
was charg with Violation of KY
_EPO/DVO, Giving Officer False
Name, Possession of Marijuana,
and
Possession
of Drug
Paraphernalia. Hill was charged
with Violation of KY EPO/DVO
(Complicity), Possession of
Marijuana, and Possession- of
Drug Paraphernalia. Both wer
lodged in the Calloway County
Jail. The investigation is continuing by Cash.
.
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Large 1-Topping Heart-Shaped Pizza

Sales Professional

the exact same time at might, so
they all happen 'at 9 o'clock on
the same winter's night. They all
happen underneath the Aurora
Borealis, the Northern Lights-,
and each'scene has some kind of
surrealistic element to it."
Since the play is made of short
scenes with different, characters,
theater troupes can -.be flexible
with the casting,. It can be cast for
a very small number of people or
for more than a dozen actors. In
the Playhouse version, eight
actors will play 19 characters,
Phillipy said. "The one thing they all have in
common, it seem' like all of
them are lonely and they're
searching for someone to be
with," Phillipy said. "I think
that's a pervasive theme throughout the play. is lonely people
searching to find love in the
remote wilderness. Almost is in
the northernmost part of Maine,
and it's literally hundreds of
miles from anywhere. And the
reason it's called Almost is
because it never officially
became a town It's almost a
town, and people are almost
together or not together."
With the play opening on
Valentine's Day,it ought to make
for good date night entertainment.
"The main theme is about love,
the elusiveness of love, the pain
it causes and also the joy that it
brings," Phillipy said.
Show times at • 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
'and 2:30 p.m. Sunday. For tickets, visit www.playhouseinthepark.net or call P59-1752.
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published in this area with
requests for this research from
Germany, England, Canada and
From Front
Sweden.
In the summer of 2011„ she
Miles was selected as a reprepublished
an article examining
sentative based on.her pas& con"Employee
Choice of Voice: A
tributions to the ISO IC and her
professional contributions to the New Workplace Dynamic." She
human resource management will have an interview with
Peter Merrill, who convened the
field.
A member of the Murray State committee for the most recent
faculty since \,IZ91, Miles ISO standard 10018, Published
received her bachelor's degree on the new frontiers of quality
from
the,,, University of management.
Miles helped develop the
Wisconsin-Green Bay and her
human
resources management
M.B.A. and doctorate from
Southern Illinois University- program in the Bauernfeind
College of Business that was
Carbondale.
She has received dual certifi- audited in 2009 and end9rsedby
cation as a Senior Professional the Society . for Human
in Human Resources and as a Resource Management(SHRM)
Global Professional of Human for meeting curriculum guide-Resivrees. Some of her earlier lines.
The program was recertified„
work in the human resource area
included empirical research on in 2011 and was noted as having
the role of culture in recnliting, a well-designed, strong curricuselection and training between lum.
She has been -active with the
American and German firms
that resulted in two published Society of Human Resources
journal articles.
Management, having served as
Most notable is her research in president of the Four Rivers
the area of employee branding chapter, as a member of
in which Human Resource Kentucky's state council and on
Management systems play a key SHRM's Area II board of direcrole. Four rides have been tors.

.••

the same time period.
Originally, the policy was
, going to allow one ride for family members.
"I think we should make it fair
to them. Board members get
two so I feel they should get tv,:o
also." said board member Rob
Edd Parish in asking for the
increase from' the original idea
of one ride. "We can always
amend this later. but I think this
is a good place to start."
The policy was approved
unanimously and also allows
employees to negotiate for additional complimentary rides for
family members suffering from
physical disabilities or other
medical conditions.
Board members arrived at
Tuesday's meeting at the MCTA
office to find that four new
Dodge vans were on the premises, obtained through a _discretionary grant facilitated by
Kentucky U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell and Kentucky efmgressman Ed Whitfield.
Hansen said the vans, all 2013
Braun Entrevans, are expected
to go into service sometime during March. The discretionary
grant - numbered 5309 - was for
$1.4 million and was developed
in 2010.
The vans will all be capable of
transporting two wheelchairs
and will feature lifting mechanisms for the chairs.
***
Hansen'also said that ongoing
sidewalk work in the city is
expected to conclude by
October. This work was made
possible by a federal livability
grant for $1.2 million from
which MCTA is benefiting, as
well the City of Murray.
Remaining areas for sidewalks include: Ninth Street,
Payne Street and Sharpe Street

(all in the area of MurrayCalloway County Chestnut
Park).
Coldwater
Road,
Wakirop Drive. Lowes Drive
and 18
reet, all within short
distance of e main MurraY
State Universit campus.
Also Tuesday the o iard heard
that bidding for a co struction
project on the curre t MCTA
office grounds is ex ted to
begin Feb. 28.
Riley Architect Serv ces,
PLLC firm Of Mayfield is s verseeing the project that will
include installation of n w
flooring at the office on Transit
Way, along with the building of
a large shelter area on the west
of the property that will house
several of the MCTA vehicles.
In addition, bus stop shelters at
Murray State University and
throughout the city are included
in the plan, as well as secUrity
measures, such as fencing and
gating on the MCTA office site.
***
The mcrA financial numbers
were strong as Tuesday's report
showed the agency is on pace to
end about $100,000 positive to
budget /with fivemonths to go in
fiscal year 2013. Streamlining
measures seem to be paying dividends as operating salaries are
down from $90,066.22 this time
last year to $32538.15 this year.
Total fringe benefits are
$7,279.51 this year. as opposed
to $19,914.13 last year.
"We .are making. significant
strides there," said board Member Robert Billington Jr. "Of
course, last year, we were dealing with a $900,000 to $1 million budget, where this year
we've got a budget of $600,000
to $700,0f10, but because of that.
we're at a third of where we
were last Year, and that's a
tremendous positive."

repeatedly linked to the country's!
nuL tear ambitions.. stability. North Korea dismisses
This year also marks the 60th
that as a double standard, and
anniversary of the signing of the'
claims the right to build nuclear
armistice that ended the 1950-53
weapons .as a defense- against
Korean War,and in late February
the United States, which has
South
Korean Prcsident-elect been seen as enemy No. 1 since
the 1950253 Korean 'War. The Park Geun-hye will be inauguratU.S. stations more than 28,000 ed.
In Pyongyang, where it was,
troops in South Korea to protect
snowing Tuesday. North Koreans.
its ally.
Tuesday's test is North Korea's gathered around televisions to first since young leader Kim Jong watch a 3 p.m. TV broadcast Un took power of a country long announcing the nuclear test.
estranged from the West. The test
The test shows the- world that"
will likely be portrayed in North North Korea is a "nuclear
Korea as a strong move to defend weapons state that no one can irri- „
the nation against _foreign aggres-- tate,"
Kim Mun Chol, a 42-yearsion, particularly from the U.S.
old Pyongyang citizen, told The
"The test- was conducted in a
Associated Press in the North
safe and perfect way on a high
Korean
capital. "Now we have '
AP Photo / James Crisp
level, wip the use of a smaller
Sen. Rand Paul, R-Ky., testifies this week before a state legnothing
to be afraid of in the'
and light A-bomb, unlike the preislative committee on the legalization of growing hemp at the , vious ones, yet with great explo- world."
Capitol Annex in Frankfort. The National Intelligence
sive power," North Korea's offiService
in Seoul told lawmakers'
cial Korean Central News Agency
said, confirming speculation that that North Korea may conduct an
seismic activity near Kilju around additional nuclear test and testmidday was a nuclear test.
launch a ballistic' missile in
North Korea was punished by response to U.N.. talks about
more U.N. sanctions after a imposing more sanctions, accordBy BRUCE SCHREINER
why not legalize something that December launch of a rocket that
ing to the office of South Korean Associated Press
could produce jobs."
the U.J. and Washington called a lawmaker Jung Chung-rae,
who
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) -- A
Woolsey Said he became 4. cover for a banned missile test.
attended
the
private
meeting.
Kentucky Senate committee hemp advocate because of the Pyongyang said it was a peaceful,
approved legislation Monday. to potential to boost rural and successful, bid to send a satel- Analysts have also' previously 1,
speculated that Pyongyang might
regulate industrial hemp pro- economies. Others who promot- lite into space.
conduct
multiple tests, possibly of '
duction if the now-illegal crop ed it at the committee. hearing
The timing of the test is signifigairts a federal reprieve, a step were U.S. Reps. John Yarmuth cant. It came hours before plutonium and uranium devices.
North Korea is estimated to o
encouraged by such supporters and
Thomas
Massie
of pbama's speech and only days
as U.S. Sen. Rand Paul and for- Kentucky.
before the Saturday birthday of have enough weaponigd plutonimer CIA director James
.U.S. retail sales of hemp prod- Kim Jong Un's father,.late leader um for four to eight ,bombs,
Woolsey.
ucts_ exceed $400 million per Kim Jong II, whose memory according to American nuclear
Supporters before the Senate year, advocates say. Dozens of North Korean propaganda has scientist Siegfried Hecker.
Agriculture Committee touted countrieis proddce hemp comhemp's potential as an alterna- mercially, and most imported
tive crop for farmers and a way hemp is grown in Canada and
to create jobs by turning hemp Europe.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Property tax collections were
into products that include paper.
The bill won unanimous comclothing, auto parts. biofuels, mittee approval despite the con- An amnesty offeethat allowed down 47 percent. Coal sever- '
food and lotions.
cerns of Kentucky State Police,- delinquent taxpayers to pay up ance tax collections were off by '
without fear of prosecution is nearly 27 percent. Cigarette tax
Kentucky once was a leading the state's leading law enforcebeing csedited with g,enerating a revenue was down 9.2 percent.
producer of industrial hemp, ment agency.
which the government once
State police Commissioner 3.8 percent increase in General And sales tax revenue, ode of
Fund revenue in January.
the largest cash generators for
encouraged farmers to grow Rodney Brewer said law
State Budget Director Jane state government, was down 2.4”
during World War ll when 'other enforcement is unable to detect
industrial fibers were scatee. the -difference between hemp Driskell said individual income percent..
Kentucky is still trying to
But the leafy crop hasn't been and marijuana,.its much more tax revenue rose by more than
grown in .the U.S. for decades. potent relative, without costly 35 percent and corporate • rebound from an economic ,
ever since the federal govern- tegting. Hemp has a negligible income tax receipts rose nearly recession that hit the state budgment classified hemp as a con- content of THC. di( psychoac- 83 percent as delinquent taxpay- et hard. Gov. Steve Beshear and ,
trolled substance related to mar- tive compound that gives mari- ers wrote checks to the state lawmakers cut the budget by
treasury.
about $1.6 billion. The tax ,
ijuana.
juana users a high.
Overall,
the
state
took
in
more
amnesty
program was an effort
"I'm not up heresaying this is
"They are identical in appearthan $838 million in January. a to generate fast cash to help bolthe panacea that next year ance when it comes to the naked
$30 million increase over the ster this year's budget.
everybody is going to work for a eye," Brewer said. "Science
same 'month last year. That
So far, Kentucky has taken in •
hemp farmer," said leaul. a tells us that the only way to fully
increase came despite sharp neatly $57 million from the tax
Kentucky Republican who wore • identify the difference."
declines in revenue from some amnesty program, slightly
a shirt of hemp material. "But
'key taxes.
exceeding expectations.

From front

Hemp legislation OK'd
by state Senate committee

Tax amnesty bolsters income tax collections

Public urged to fill out transportation survey
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
.Officials with the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet are urging citizens make their voices,
heard about transportation
needs in the state by filling out a
survey.
. .
A statement .says there's a
Feb. 25 deadline to fill out the
survey, which will help the
agency update its long-range
plans to accommodate transportation needs in the state.
More than 8,0(10 people have
taken the confidential Your Turn
survey, which is offered online

Do You Need Help with
Taxes & Accounting?
Team ATA Can Help!

and-in-print- • .• •
The confidential survey
includes 19 questions about
deinographics, transportation
wants and needs and options for
funding. The statement says
responses to the survey will be
used to gauge the public's
expectations for transportation
in the state and to plan for the
•
future.
The survey can be taken by
to
going
http://vvww.yourturn transportalion.ky.gov .

IMPORTANT MEDIACOM LINEUP CHANGES
EFFECTIVE ON OR AROUND MARCH 20, 2013 FOR:

Calloway
WBKO-DT FOX Bowling Green will no longer be available
At Pt UP ch:ifinPI 15

Mediaco—m-/

ALEXANDER
THOMPSON
ARNOLD

Certified Public Accountants

Thursday, February 14th- s2599
Includes buffet, soup. salad
and dessert bar.

• Tax Return Preparation
• Strategic Tax Planning

• Payroll & Bookkeeping
• IRS Representation
Estate & Gift Tax Planning
• Sales Tax Returns
• Business Valuations
• Audit & Assurance
& Much More
Pictured. Rick Melton, CPA, PFS MOO
Jason Anderson, CPA. CU. CIA. COMA (left

Tennibisee Qtricei
Dyersburg, Henderson, Jackson, Marton,
McKenzie, Milan, Paris,Trenton & Union City

"Valle on
eilha-eave
dthimit ,itenk legth
TWO /),(41e41 ono'
TWO/iota/rms./
932 S. 12th St.. Murray

www.atacpa.net

(270)753-0440
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News in Brief

Martha Allbritten

Martha Allbritten, 94, of Paducah, Ky., formerly of Memphis
Tenn., died Tuesday. Feb. 12, 2013, at Western Baptist Hospital,
More than 30 animals die in barn fire
Paducah-.
WALTON,Ky.(AP)- Authorities say a barn fire in northern
Mrs. Allbritten was born Nov. 3, 1918,in Calloway County to the
Kentucky
has killed more than 30 farm animals, but a quick-thinklate Napoleon Franklin and Frocie-Langston Harris. She was a,
ing
farm
manager
and duet-sheriff's deputies saved many others.
retired home economics teacher and was of the Methodist faith.
The
blaze
on
the
300-acre farm in Walton was reported early
She was pi ceded in death by her parents; husband, Herbert
Graves Allbritt n; son, Dr. JanIes Franklin Allbritten; twd brothers, Monday when the farm manager'S son noticed smoke as he left for
Franklin Harris and Hugh Harris; and grandson, Richard Todd , school.
Walton Fire Chief Tom Oilier told The Kentucky Enquirer that
Allbritten.
farm
manager Samuel Fields ran to the barn, where he was soon
Survivors include one grandchild. Tammy Paschall and husband,
Kendred,of Murray; two great-grandchildren, Amberly Houser and • joined b'y sheriff's deputies, and was able to free several animals,
husband, Matthew, of Paducah and LeAnna Paschall, of Murray; including 60 baby goats. three cows, a peacock and other animals.
three great-great-grandchildren. Sarah Kathryn Houser, Wilton k He said firefighters made Fields leave the barn before he was
able to get to all the animals, and sheep, goats and gther animals
TMbmas liouser and Hadley Mason Houser, all of Paducah.
Expressions of sympathy may go to Life Hguse Care Center,602 were killed.
The cause of the blaze is under investigation.
Poplar St., Murray. KV 42071. Online condolences can be left at
www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.coM. Arrangements are incomplete
•
at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.

Gerral Eads
Services for "Gemal Eads, 73, of Murray, Ky., will, be, held
Wednesday. Feb.4 3. 2013. at Ii a.m. at Heritage Family Funeral
Home with the Rev. Elijah Balentine officiating: Burial will follow
at Wilkerson Cem tery- in Russell Springs. Visitation was held from
5-'8 p.m. Tuesday.
12. 2013.at Heritage Family Funeral Home.
Mr.Eads died Satuiy.Feb.9.2013,at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. .
He was born March 15.1939. in Faul Hill. He retired as a maintenance worker for the city park and w s a member of Dexter
Pentecostal Church.
He was preceded in death by
parents, Delmon Lee and Eva
Ann Eads.
He is survived by hjs wife. Velie Balentine Eads-,of Murray; two
stepsons, Kenneth Jones, of Benton and Keith Jones, of Murray;
three stepdaughters, Teresa Joyce, of Benton. Tammy Hicks, of
Murray and Betty Tucker. of Murray; a twin brother, Earl Eads, of
South Carolina;.one sister,. Geneice Hansens, of Illinois; 14 stepgrandchildren and three stepgreat-grandchilden.
• Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
Aubry Stone, c/o Dorothy Stone. 523 McDaniel Cemetery Road,
Muiray, KY 42071. Arrangements are being handled by Heritage
Family Funeral Home.
(The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more ofthe
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum'set by the Ledger and
Times policy. A fee has been [laid for additional publishing or
J.
space)

lAt

STOCK MARKET REPORT
Prices as of chew of
business on Feb. 12. 2013

Investments Since 1854
Don Jawsuc
i
lad. vg.--.14,023.20 + 51.96
-88.74 + 032
Air Prod

HopFed Bank' ..................9.75 + 0.15
IBM

.200.12 - 0.04

Intel

.21.20 + 0.18

Kroger

.28.52 + 0.13

BB&T ---......,--...........30.59 - 0.04

Mattel

40.63 + 036

Bank of America

12.28 + 0.42

McDonalds

95.05.012

Briggs & Stratton.

14.63 + 0.21

Merck

41.43 + 0.05

Microsoft

27.88 + 0.03

97.21 + 0.61

J.C. Penney

1923- 030

Chevron Texaco Corp....116.64 + 0.90

Pepsico, Inc

72.20 • 0.16.
47.00 .0.l4

Apple
AT&T,Inc.

468.40 • 11.49
35.61 + 038

Bristol Myers Squibb ......3654. 039
Caterpillar
Daimler Chrysler ..

;9.77 • 032

Pfizer, Inc

Dean Foods

1836 + 0.01

Regions Financial

Exxon-Mobil

.84.50 + 0.22

Ford Motor.

13.07 - 0.04

General Electric

22,60 + 0.15

Time Warner

;2.47 + 034

WellPoint Inc

Goodrich ..

W'al-Mart

,65.% 0.05
71.40-

Goodyear Tire & Rubber 43.86 - 0.04
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'Moines Wingate ordered MediBy ROGER ALFORD
Associated Presdk
Share to stop operating in
'FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- A Kentucky_ last year at the
Christians-only health care min- request of the
Department Of
istry that was 'forced out of
Insurance
because
it didn't
Kentucky last year could be
invited back under egislation comply with insurance resula:,...
that has cleatked its fi 't legisla- tions.
tive hurdle.
Medi-Share contends that its
The Senate banking and participants aren't buying insurInsurance Committee voted II- ance but are involved in a char0 Tuesday to pass a bill that itable
endeavor to help cover
would exempt Medi-Share; a
medical
bills of fellow
Florida-based cost-sharing minChristians
and
potentially have
istry, front state insurance regutheir own expenses covered
lations.
Franklin County Circuit Judge shetild the need arise.
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Christians could rejoin
Medi-Share under proposal

PRESTONSBURG,Ky..(AP)- Police in eastern Kentucky
have arrested a man who tbey say showed up at a construction site
with a rifle and then took the weapon to a nursing home..
There were no injuries. Prestonsburg police told WYMT-TV in
Hazard the gun wasn't loaded.
Construction workers told police.they saw Philip Baldridge
looking through construction materials and confronted him. The
worker‘said the man left, but came back with a rifle. They called
police.
Police then got a call that someone with wrifle was outside
Riverview Nursing Home. Police say Baldridge left the gun outside and came into the home,saying he was there to visit someone.
Police investigated and found Baldridge is a felon and cannot
legally have a firearm. He was arrested.

1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270)-753-1927
Mon. Fri. 8:00 a.m.- 5;00 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
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House working on legislative redistricting
FRANKFORT, K.(AP) Lawmakers are continuing to
work on a House redistrieting
plan that could get- a 'vote in
coming weeks.
House Speaker Greg Stumbo
said he's hopeful a bill can be
passed before the Legislature
adjourns late next month. The
Senate, meanwhile, is waiting
until next year to do a similar
redrawing of Its politital
boundaries.
Redistricting legislation that

passed last year generated lightical turmoil and was later struck
dossx by the state Supreme
Court,Justices found the'new
districts weren't balanced by
population and didn't comply
with thee "one person, one vote"
mandate in federal and state
.Redistricting is supposed to
occur every 10 years to account('
for population changes found
by the U.S. Census Bureau. •

GATLINBURG, Tenn. (AP) tourism-based gateway commu- The Great Smoky Mountains nities around the park.
The park and the Eastern
National'Park and the Eastern
Band of Cherokee hidians are '13and of Cherokee Indians are
together - offering up to offering $18,000 per day for
$500,000 for the early comple- each day of completion prior to
tion of repairs to U.S.441.
May IS.
Newfound Gap road is closed
The road was closed between
Newfound Gap and Smokemont to through traffic during conin January after a landslide took struction.
Visitors can travel as far as
out a 200-foot section.
According to a•news release Newfdund Gap . from the
from the park, an extended road Tennessee side and Collins
closure will have a significant Creek Picnic Area from the
economic impact on the Cherokee, N.C.,entrance.

Corn shortage idles 20 ethanol plants nationwide ,"
ST. LOUIS(AP)- The persistent drought is taking a toll
on producers of ethanol, with
corn becoming so scarce that
nearly two dozen ethanol
plants have been forced to halt
production.
The _ Renewable
Fuels_
As,sociation, an ethanol industry trade group, provided data
to The Associated Press showing that 20 of the nations 211
ethanol plants' have teased
production over the past yeait.
including five in January. Most
remain open, with workers
spending time performing
maintenance-type tasks. ,
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Special to the Ledger
The Murray State University Department of Engineering &
Physics will host the annual "Girls in*Engineering" event
ThursdaY, Feb. 14, from 9:30-10:30 a.m. and 11:15 a.m. to;
1:15 p.m. at the Hoke Field House at Calloway county High
School. More than 150 sixth grade girls from Calloway
County and Murray Middle schools will participate in the
activity.
The event involves a competition modeled after the Survivor
television show, with the gills working in teams to pipe water
from an "oasis" to their camps." They have to design a PVC
'piping system to transport the water around,over and under
obstacles. The water is then used to turn a small generator and
light an LED,illustrating energy conversion and electricity
production. The girls learn practical problem soiling s)dtts,
teamwork,quantitative skills of measurement,engineering
design and economics in a very supportive environment.
The activity is mentored by female engineering students and
faculty. and the girls have a great time, according to Ted
Thiede,chair of the MSU Department of Engineering &
Physics. This marks the 10th year for the event, which to date
has involved more than 1,500 girls.
The event Sponsored by TVA,and it is hoped that the girls
will consider engineering,as an area of study for future
careers, Thiede said.

CUMBERLAND,Ky..(AP)- A fire chief in eastern Kentucky
has been suspended while Kentucky State Police condulan
investigation into missing fundsat the fire department.
Cqmberland Mayor Carl Hatfield told WYMT-TV that allegations of missing funds from the city's fire department surfaced
about two weeks ago and officials turned the information over to
Kentucky State Police. He said officials decided to suspend Fire
Chief Fess Eldridge while the probe continues.
Police say they are conducting an investigation into "theft by
deception of cold checks" and it could take weeks before they,a,
reach a conclusion.
Eldridge did not return calls seeking comment.

7.92 -0.02
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Fire chief suspended amid investatioà
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Murray I

Sherry Purdom was mistakenly listed as Sherry
McClain in a byline in
Tuesday's Ledger & Times.
-The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting; however mistakes
occasionally occur. It is the
Lalger's policy to correct errors.
To report a news mistake or
error, call 753-1916.
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The Murray-Calloway County Special
Olympics delegation will hold sign-ups for its
2013 track and field sports season Thursday,
Feb. 21, at 5:30 p.m. at Corvette Lanes,
Murray. All children (age 8 and up) and
adults with intellectual disabilities are
encouraged to sign up as athletes. Unified
Partners and volunteers are also encouraged
i
to attend. Those unable to attend but inter--Datebook ested in participating may call 293-9054 or
Jessica Morris, email laura.miller@murray.kyschools.us.
Practices will begin Saturday, March 2.
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Movie and dinner night set

Owens Chapel Baptist Ctmrch, located on Airport Road in
Kirksey, will hold a movie and dinner night Saturday, Feb. 16, at 6
p.m. at the church. Showing will be "Last Ounce of Courage." Soup
and chili will- be served. The event is free but clOpations will be
accepted for the youth mission trip. For more information call 2930599 or 978-9286.
•
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The Gentry House is Seeking donations of gently or slightly used
furniture or appiiiiiCiatii:families who are living in their transitiohal shelter. Also needed are trac phones. Representatives -will pick
items-u1). if needed. Receipts of donations for tax purposes will also
be provided. To donate items, contact Wendy or Michael at 7616802 or thegentryhouse@gmail.com.

• Fish fry set to begin
St. Leo's Catholic Church Fish Fry will be held every Friday
from 4:30-6:30 p.m. for six weeks,'beginning Feb. 15, through
March 22,during Lent. For more information call Kevin D'Angelo
"N
at 293-7061.

Line dance classes to be offered
A line dance class will be held every Monday and Thursday from
6-7 p.m. in the Woodmen of the World Hall,330 C.C. Lowry Drive,
Murray. For more information call Donna Witherspoon at (731)
445-0080 or 753-4377. New dances are offered weekly.

Knit-wits will meet
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday at 1 p.m:in the
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
of all levels are welcome_ For more
information call Dot at 753- ,
4803. -

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous,a faith-based addictions program, meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church.The public
is invited. Child-care A 'provided. For more information or A ride,
tall the church office at 753-1834.

ALS-Support Group to meet
The Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Support Group wall meet
Thursday, Feb. 14, at 6 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Center for Health and Wellness Classroom.For more information call Mitzi Cathey at 293-1748.

Zetas of,N1WC to meet
The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday, Feb. 14, at 2 p.m. at the clubhouse. Tab Brockman will
speak about "Where We Can Play." Thought for the day will be by
Bonnie Jones. Hostesses will be Jones and Frances Matarazzo. MI
members are encouraged to attend.

CCMS SBDM Council to meet

Lenton lessons offered

nyagernyn1

Special Olympics track,
field sign-ups set

.

The Calloway County Middle School-Based Decision-Making
Council :will hold its regularly scheduled monthly meeting
Wednesday. Feb. 13, at 3:45 p.m. in the school's library/media center. This meeting is open to the public.

VFW Post 6291 to meet Thursday

—

VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday.Feb. 14,
at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on U.S. Hwy. 121 N. For
more information call Flenoy Barrow at (270)978-1052.

Ladies Auxiliary, VFW to meet
Ladies VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday',
Feb. 14, at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on U.S. Hwy. 121
N. An informal meeting with the VFW Post 6291 will be at 6:30
p.m. For more information call Loretta Barrow at 489-2436. •

pedal to the Lodger.
who served in
BENTON, Ky. — St. Mark's
the Court of
Anglican Church in Benton will
Appeals for
host a series of Lenten lessons
over 20 years
called, "A Lawyer Looks at
'represent.ing
God's Contract with Man"
the
First
beginning Feb. 17, at 9:30 a.m.
Supreme Court
at St. I!!4s
...
Ainglican'Church,
District. Prior
1214 - Mayfield
to that he was
Highway.'
Benton. They will continue for
the prosecutHowerton
fiv.e Sunday, through March
ing attorney for
17.
the city of Paducah.
The five-pap_keries will look
For more information visit
at God'( colntract with man • www.stmarksbenton.org or constarting with a comprehension tact the pastor, ,Rev. Glen
of legal termA like gift, heir, Lightfoot at rector@stmarksinherit, mediator, testament, benton.org.
covenant, etc.
"These are terms most of us
take for granted without quite....
exploring or comprehending the
legal implications." said Rev
Glen Lightfoot, pastor of St
Marks Anglican Church. "It
continues with how the foundation of the (1111 covenant was
established between God and
Abram and how it serves as the
basis for understanding the New
Valentine's Day gives us the iimirtunity to
express our hive and our feeling, to the special
Covenant."
people in Our lives
•
Other lessons will discuss the
There a is a story it a grandmother who
always gave the •arne gifts every year and
seven feasts required as lasting
Underwood and Coles
mailed them to her family in California. It was
memorials, the prophecies persolid tee shirts with their names on the back in
Denshia Underwood, of Murray and Jay Underwood, of Hazel, taining to Jesus, understanding
big block letters Another story goes that a
grandfather always gave the kids chocolate
announce the engagementand upcoming marriage of their daughter, the Jewish calendar and the
.covered cherries every year In eaCh ease they —
Chelsee Elizabeth Underwood to Andrew Craig Coles,son of Daryl keeping of time'. The series will
didn't really want the tee shins or even like the
candy.
'and Karen Coles,of Hazel.
•
end with a review of how Jesus
.The year after these grandparents died, the
Miss Underwood is the granddaughter of Jimmy Underwood and came to fulfill the law and the
grandchildren realized how much they missed
the late Faye Underwood, of Crossland and Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey prophets and how His sacrifice
the candy and tee shirt •
Ii doesn't matter whether the gift', smelly.
Eldridge, of Murray.
established the New Covenant
perfume. a tee shin or a box of chocolates
Mr.Coles is the grandson of Frank and Karen Coles.of Hazel,and between Himself and God for
because it doesn't matter what we give nearly
as much as why we give Love can make a
Rev. and Mrs. Robert McKinney,of Dexter.
us, the sinful, unworthy thirdsmall and inexpensive thing seem priceless
The bride-elect is a 20J2 graduate of Calloway County High party beneficiaries.
-When something is given with love it
becomes the best kind ot gift_ a gift of the
School and is employed by the Calloway County Board of
The
series
will
be
led
by
•
heartr
Education in the after-school daycare program. "'—
This is so.true and Valentine's Day is a
retired Judge Bill Howerton
great time to express those feelings and tr;
The groom-elect is a 2010 graduate of Calloway County High
show rim love to those we care about.
School and is employed by Coles & Sons Farms, Hazel.
This came from an article that was sent to
me with a nice tenet saying how much they
The wedding will take place at 2 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 23,2013,at
liked MN column I found this in my desk
South Pleasant Grove tinned Methodist Church lit Crossland. The
drawer the other day It was several years ago
that it was sent .
Rev. Robert McKinney, grandfather of the groom-elect, will officiI always appreciate the thoughtfulness of
ate. All friends and family are invited to attend. Only out-of-town
this person. Soil came at the perfect time
invitations will be sent.
when l found it: just in time for Valentine's
Special to the Ledger
We have many special items for your loved
PADUCAH,
Ky.
one. Bnghion chain, and jewelry. bath and
Cardiothoracic
surgeon
Nidy products, and all red items are 10% off.
Congratulations to Lisa Beck Norton. who
Nicholas Lopez,—M-a, will
won this week', giveaway'.
speak about advances in cardiac
New sandals from Yelkiw Box. new }ewer
rv . More Tribal. and Nic+Zoe.60-70% off all
_surgery at the next Baptist
winter merchandise 20.1 off Not Your
Health Paducah (formerly
Daughters ream
Remember. give Irom the heart
ence guidebook and DVD,other Western Baptist Hospital)
Special to the Ledger
Stay tuned to next weeks fun and fashion
report
Pet First Aid is the topic of a supplies and certificate of com- Brunch Bunch at 11 .a.m.
VOTED.MURRAY'S
class sponsored by the Humane pletion. Pre-registration is Tuesday, Feb. 19, in the Heart
FAVORITE
mew*
Society of Calloway County to required by Thussday. Feb. 14, Center Auditorium.
LADIES
Admission is one or more can
CLOTIING 2012
gitt
be held Saturday. Feb.10:from and can be made at 759-1884 or
12-4 p.m. at the Weaks at the Humane Society office. of food for a community food
Community Cen'ter' Senior 607 Poplar Street, Murfay, drive. Lunch will be provided.
Monday through Thursday from Space is limited,so reservations
Center.
The 1,erne dime For hereon( Shire''
,
43-7441
305 South 12th • liturra* KY •7
Participants in the class will 10 am. to 3 p.m. Payment may are required by phoning (270)
www.dk
ley.com
.11•11116
learn the necessary skills to tend be made by cash, check-to 575-2/151.
Baptist Health Paducah has
to unexpected emergencies. pro- HSCC, credit/debit card or via
vide temporary care to an PayPal at www.ForThePets.oig. the region's most comprehenincluding the
injured animal, and to monitor All participants need to bring a sive heart center,
room
in the
largest
hybrid
animal,
preferably
a
dog
stuffed
their pet's health. The $40 class
minimally-invasive
for
region
demonstration
puror
cat,
for
fee includes the choice of a dog
procedures.
or cat first aid full-color refer-7- poses.

Brunch bunch
to be held

Pet first aid class
to be offered

-Kg-11111

•

Helping You Improve
Your Quality of Life

CHORUS

uriE.
os:
BROAtIWAVS SING/A AR St'.w *ti'.:

Kentucky Lake Flotilla to meet
The U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary's Kentucky Lake Flotilla will
meet Thursday, Feb. 14, at 7 p.m. at Glendate Road Church of
Chris); Murray. Meetings am open_ to4he public and interested
boaters are invited to attend. For more infortnhtion call Sylvia
Canon at 753-4934.

Overeaters Anonymous to meet
OvereaterS Anonymous,a.12-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30-p.m.at Christ
Methodist Church. 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield.. For more information call Marcia at(270) 247-7414 or Jim at(270)623-8850.

Plant sale to begin
Murray State University Pullen Farm il'eenhouse will be open
weekdays during university hours, selling house plants from Feb.
11-22. Plants are available for pennies or a donation.to the
Horticulture Club. '

SBDM council meeting postponed
The Calloway County Middle School-Based Decision Making
'council Meeting scheduled for Wednesday. Feb. 13 has been postponed to Wednesday, Feb. 20. at 3:45 p.m. in the school's
librarximedia center. The meeting is open to the fiublic.

"The lii911691.4 ofiy day is when we left° foffoti''.
,.
up with_a_parienr arta they tea tvie"filat we'huvehe(ped them hear better in church or in A reStAtArAnt,
._file environments
Arid underf(And their lrandcliddren
tl)em."
AO are most important to ;
••••/

—Tony Malian°,Au.D., Doctor ofAudiology
& Whitney Kubach

FEB. 22-23
7:30PM
ON SALE NOW!
L . Carson Center
Met ar•on( elite r.

Coll today for a 75-day risk-free trial! 888.457.7158
CSI

WC fl() the work

YOU BE THE HERO

clip!e•

Audiology

•
IP 6 BAPTIST
HEALTH

ARRANGtMtNTS
AHEAD
Titit,st
..otaft4
00
tup on)
"
,

Makc life a little sweeter:
i $5.00 OFF any purchase
COUPON CODE MURAY1325
•

()Poor be comfened wan any other on*

270-908-4555
5187 Hinkleville Rd.(Next to Kohl\t
Pedlocak,ICY 42003

Vill-rela7
l gCenter
sa

FludigyCertifie‹ 1
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PAr tee.,•

Paducah • 150 Brett Chase,Ste B
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—
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MMS,MHS Speech teams sweet talk their way to state
_and qualifiedsevenentries for state on
Special to the Ledger
Saturday at MSU. Calloway Middle
The Murray High School Speech
came in first with 100 sweepstakes
Team took fourth place and .flualified
points followed by Paducah Middle
13 entries for state competition at the
with 48 points and Murray Middle
Kentucky High School Speech League
with 25. MMS students Were recogMurray Regional Tournament, held at
nized in the following categories:
Murray. State University on Saturday.
Broadcasting - Attain Cobb, Katherine
Paducah Tilghman came in first with
Renick; Extemporaneous Speaking
95 sweepstakes points • followed by
Anna Cate Brown, Austin Cobb;
Calloway with 87 and Marshall With
Poetry - •Raegan Stolle; and Solo
26. MHS had 25 sweepstakes points
—Acting - Nathan Weber, Anna Cate
on the day.
Brawn. Threof students received speStudents for MHS were recognized
categories:
following
cial recognition at the tournament:
the
in
Anna Cate Brown was' the regional
.Declamation - Rachel Todd (top
Photo Provided
novice), Hee Jue Hong; Dramatic MMS Speech Team:(back row, left -champion and Austin Cobb the runnerup in Extemporaneous Speaking. Also,
Interpretation - Kaitlyn Koehler (top
to right): Raegan Stone, Austin
Nathan Weber was named regional
novice); Duo Interpretation - Joseph
Fitzer;* Cobb (front row, left to right): runner-up in Solo Acting.
Winchtster, and Eryn
Both the Murray High and Murray.
Extemporaneous Speaking - Kaitlyn Katherine Rennick, Nathan Weber
Middle Speech Teams wilt travel to
Koehler (top novice), David Lu; Hee Jue Hong; Testa Like.
Photo Provided
to compete at
Impromptu Speaking - Hee Jue Hong,
The Mun-ity Middle School Speech Lexington, Kentucky
David
Lu, Kaitlyn
Like,
Koelsch,
Tesla
MHS
Speed
.
,
Team:
il2ft
to
right)
John
John Koolsch; Original Oratory - Team claimed third place in the junior the 'Kentucky High School-'Speech
Rachel
Todd,
Danielson,
Kaitlyn Koehler, Sarah Parker:Prose - division at the regional tournament League State Tournament March 14- Koehler, Joseph Winchester, Hee due Hong, Etta
Parker.
Eryn
Fitzer,
Victoria
Holmes,
and
Sarah
16.
Victoria Holmes; and Storytelling -

United Way of
Murray-Calloway County
• Heslping families under-

stand their budgets and
finatices
• Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco aiid
drugs
• Achieving preventative
health care and healthy
•
living

LIVE UNITED!
Please support the...
Photo Provided

American
Red Cross

Every Donation Brings Hope

•

ALL SMILES: Thevgoildway County High School FBLA club recently sold "Smiles for Kyle"
and raised $300 to donate to. the March of Dimes. The funds were raised in honor of Kyle
Fritsche, who wa0vm prematurely in July. Kyle is the son of Mrs. Ashley Fritsche, one of
the FBLA club Advisors. Pictured are some of this year's club officeft-with Mrs. Fritsche, who
is pictured seated center in the front row.
•
ir
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* HERITAGE BANK HAS
ALL THE INGREDIENTS
TO CREATE A GREAT
BANKING EXPERIENCE!
•

• SHUA
LEA
PA;

By I

•

.4:11111.

-Breds Baseball
vs. Bowling Green at 2:00pm
.**)vis.ftwattio,
"*1010.1.*_ PPM

Women's Basketball
vs. UT Martin at 2:00Pm
Men's Basketball

Lots of people think all banks are the same. Well, we'd like to spice up that
debate just a bit. At HERITAGE BANK, we know that no two customers
,are tht same, so we create different products and services • EI
to meet the needs'oft;veryone wtserve. Plus, open afire
personal oftfire business chedin accountobind get this
handy-dandy mini slow t:ooker as a free gift! Come in
soon for a taste of just how neighborly a bank can be!

HERITAGEBANK
BANKWITHHERITAGE.COM

MEMBER FDIC

vs. South Dakota St. at 7:00pm
'Requires a S100 minimum deposit to open account.

One gift per account opened While strophes last
Gift p•ovrded at account noetung 011'er and gift are for a limited time 0015 and are alibied to change without notice
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PREP BOYS BASKETBALL: CALLOWAY CO. 64, TILGHMAN 54

Laker relief

PREP BOYS BASKETBALL:
MURRAY 71, FULTON CO. 52

Tigers score
- easy win
ORNBUCKLE,'
BOONE LEAD
THE WAY PAST
nuns

ioto Provided

Lu, Kaitlyn
chel Todd,

By NICK DOLAN
Sports Writer
PADUCAH, Ky. - As the
final seconds ticked off the
clock Laker head -couch Bruce
Lane and his ,squad could
breathe a sigh of relief.
.
They held off the Blue
Tornado for the 64-54 win
Tuesday night.
The Lakers got off to a hot
start offensively as they got out
to a 10 point first quarter lead
behind 63.6 percent shooting
from the field and three 3-pointers.
They also were able to stop
the Blue Tornado defensively
holding them to nine points in
the quarter but it was a different
end to the half.
Tilghman came into the second quarter in alturry to make
,up the deficit, and they did as
the Lakers went cold.
After knocking down three
shots from deep in the first quarter. Calloway would 'miss its
final five shots from the arc in
the half.
While Calloway County was
up by as much as 14 points midway through the second quarter,
the Blue Tornado stayed patient
and slowly chipped away at the
lead. Eventually, making it a
four-point game as the two
teams split at halftime.
NICK DOLAN / Ceder & Times
"I thought we had about a Calloway County's Connor Wagner shoots against a Paducah Tilghman defender
four minute stretch in the sec- Monday at Tilghman. Wagner led Calloway County with 14 pants as the Lakers
improved to 18-8.
•See LAKERS,8A
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PREP BOYS BASKETBALL: TILGHMAN 84, CALLOWAY 59

Tough trip
SHUMPERT'S 36
LEADS erHS
PAST LADY
LAKERS
By NICK DOLAN
Sports Writer
PADUCAH,Ky.- It's hardic
win at Tilghman.
The fans are loud, the band is
louder and the girl's basketball
squad has only lost a single
game in tbeir home arena all
season.
Not to mention they have
Chelsey Shumpert, who could
have a future with the Harlem
Globetrotters as a trick shooter
the way she played Tuesday
night.
The Calloway Lady Laker;
did everything to stop Shumpert
and the Blue Tornado but came
up short as they fell 84-59 at
Tilghman.
"Shumpert is a...great basketball player," Lady Laker "head
coach Scott Sivills said. "This
was her la-St game in her high
school career and great players
make great plays and great
shots. She had some, wonderful
passes to her teammates who

..••••

had wide open shots and they
made them.' While the score reflected a
dominating performance by Tilghman. the actual game
looked different.
Calloway County shot 58
percent from the field and 75
percent from beyond the 3-point
line in the firsrhalf. But the Blue
Tornado pressure and pace was
too much to handle as they
trailed 14 going 'to the locker
room.
, "We didn't play bad to be
honest," Sivills said. "We didn't
play bad at all. We just had too
many lulls again and of course
you're in the game but we made
"too many mental. mistakes and
then all of a sudden you look up
.
and they're up by 20."
• The second half turned out to
be much of the same.
. - The Lady Lakers shot well
again but Shumpert and crew
would not let Calloway County
,d,
spoil their senior night.
"I said our goal was g t (the
lead) below 10 (points) by the
end of the third (quarter),"
Sivills - said. "And there Was a
point there where it was about
12 points then it went from 12 to
NICK DOLAN / Ledger /I Times
about 20.
"We just couldn't match their Calloway County's Abbey Spann tries to look past a
IN See LADY LAKERS,$A
Paducah Tilghman defender during Tuesday's loss.
• 1

BY DAVID RAMEY
4 Sports Writer
Not much has come easy for
the Murray High Tigers this season., - •
Tuesday did.
Tuesday was very good for
the Tigers as they routed Fulton
County 71-52 at Tiger Gym.
Murray led 7-0 to start the
game, as Fulton County was
scoreless for the first five minutes. But the Pilots rallied to tie
the contest at 7-7, before
Murray's LOgan Foster hit-a 3pointer to give Murray _a lead
they kept the rest of the night.
Murray led 13-9 at the end of
the first quarter, then started the
second period with a 17-5 run to
take command.Tre Hornbuckle's
ill the post fueled the run.
Murray led 38-20 at the half.
"I thought we shared the ball
tonight against the zone. They
tried to slow us down," Tiger
coach Joey Adair said. "After
our guys settled in the groove
we shared the ball and gpt the
ball down low,"
Murray led 38-20 at halftime,
eventually building up a 51-26
lead midway through the third
quarter on a score from
Hornbuckle.
"Hornbuckle led the Tigers
with 15 points while James
Boone had 12 points - one of his
better gamev in recent weeks.
"I think freshman fatigue is
here to stay for us. Going from a
15 to 17 game middle school
schedule to it 30-game varsity
schedule ancrpractices to boot which are harder than a lot of
middle school games - we've
seen that," Adair said. "And
some of our guys coming from
football haven't had a lot of days
off. And it's obvious are guys

have hit a wall a bit. But you've
got to learn to fight through that
wall."
Dylan Boone and Logan
Foster each had 10 points. It was
Foster's first double-digit performance since missing a couple
of games due to illnesi
"He's had to fight through
some injuries and illness and it
takes a while. And when that
-happens, it takes a while to
come back," Adair said. "He's
starting to peak again."Octavius Smith led the Pilots
with 17 points while Joe
Holman tossed in 12 points.
It was the second win over
the season for Murray overFulton County.
The Tigers imprm;ed to 1216 while Fulton County fell to6
:
13,
Murray closes the regular
season Friday, hosting Carlisle
County at 6 p.m. At Tiger Gym.
Murray faces Calloway County
Tuesday in the opening round of
the 4th District Tournament at
Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The Comets, who won the
All A Regional title, will be a
tough test for Murray leading
into the post-season.
"It's a good test for us," Adair
said."They do some of the same
things that Calloway does with
four guards and a big."
Adair is horling that the
Tigers can keep improving.
"Our guys are really good
when our defense is really good.
And they are starting to understand that. "We've got at least
eight quarters left - we've got to
make sure that that we don't
have one of those two or four
point quarters."
Murray
Fuitun Co,

13 25 15 18 — 71—
9 11 8 14 —66

Murray High (12-16) — Hornbuckle 15,
J. Boone 12-, Foster 10, D. Boone 10,
Sheppard 7, Phillips 8, Stubblefield 4,
Miles 3, Kelly 2, Nisbet 2.
FG: 26. FT: 12-15.
Fulton County (6-13)— Smith 27,
Holman 12, Pierce 10, Johnson 6, Major
5, King 2.
FG: 24. FT: 13-18.

PREP GIRLS BASKETBALL:
HENDERSON 65, MURRAY 49

. Lady Tiger
streak stopped
No.3 LADY
CoLoNELs

Colonels with 14 points, while
Ellie Fruit.' had 13 points and
Brooke Tapp and DeAsia Outlaw
scored 12 each.
Janssen Starks led Murray
SLUM BALANCE
with 21 points. Hannah clerk
had eight for the Lady Ti rs.
IN VICTOld
"We had too many turnovers
we gave them way too many
and
Staff Report
offensive rebounds," Turner
Ky.
HENDERSON,
"And you can't give a great
Henderson County lived up to its said.
team like that too many offenbilling.
sive trips."
The Lady Colonels, ranked
'Henderson County led 15-14
No. 3 in the state, ended Murray at the end of the first quarter and
High's seven game winning 34-26 at the half before putting
away_ in the third streak as five Henderson County the game
leading 49-33 at the end of the
players scored in double figures period.
in a 65-49 victory Tuesday.
Henderson County improved
"There's a reason they are the to 22-2. Murray falls to 24-5.
No. 3 team in the state," Lady
The Lady Tigers close regular
Tiger 'coach ReciltIle Turner season play Friday at Tiger Gym
said. "They've got five kids that against Carlisle County before
can score and they've got a tal- opening the 4th District
ented group of players around TOUrnament Monday against
them."
...CA.. at .6 p.m. at Jeffrey
•
SamanthalCarter led the Lady %Gymnasium.
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MURRAY STATE BASKETBALL

From Page 7A
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Prep Boy's Basketball
Anderson Co. 62, Lou. Ky. Country
Day 49
Ashland Blazer 60, West Carter 43
Ballard Memorial 78, Lyon Co. 55
Barbourville 64, Bell Co. 58
Barren Co. 76, Metcaffe Co. 20
Beth Haven 60, Lou. St. Francis 37
Bowling Green 77, RusselLyille 66
Boyd Co. 64. Racelane 55
Bracken Co. 56, Robertson County 50
Bullitt East 72, Bullitt Central 22
Caldwell Co. 54. Webster Co. 48
Calloway Co. 64, Paducah Tilghman
54
Campbellsville 44. Green Co.88
Central Hardin 69. Breckinridge Co. 60
Chnstian Co. 65. Muhlenberg County
59
Cm. Indian Hill, Ohio 60. Boone Co 51
Cin. McNicholas. Ohio 56, St. Henry
51
Clinton Co. 76, Monticelicr40
Collins 84, Walton-Verona 47
Community Chnstian (Paducah) 49,
Dawson Springs 45
Cooper 51, Dixie Heights 45
Cow. Catholic 54, Simon Kenton 49
Danville Christian 40. Ky. School for
the Deaf 20
Daviess Co. 51. Union Co. 50
East Carter 75, Bath Co.6*
East Ridge 86, Belfry 72
Fleming Co. 55. Campbell Co. 54
Garrard Co. 68. Mercer Co. 60
Glasgow 69, Cumberland Co. 67
Grant Co. 73. Gallatin Co. 56
Gnsenup Co. 51, Wheetersburg, 47
Harrison Co. 83. Frankfort 66

Hazard 65, Jenkins 31
Henderson Co. 86, Hopkins Co
Central 62
Henry C.o. 55, Trimble Co. 45
Highlands 46, Scott 38
Holmes 76, Conner 43
Hopkinsville 75, Owensboro 81
Jackson City 62, Leslie Co. 60
Jackson Co. 79, Oneida Baptist 70
John Hardin 85, Marlon Co. 67
Johnson Central 70, Betsy Layne 45
Knox Central 73, 1,41ddiesboro 64, 307
LaRue Co. 82, Washington Co. 30
Lewis Co. 60, St. Patrick 48
Ludlow 60, Catvery Christian 47
Lynn Camp 79, Red Bird 60
Madison Central 77, South Laurel 52
Magoffin Co. 84, Lee Co. 60
Marshall Co. 55. Mayfield 54
McLean Co. 67, Edrnonson Co. 47
Meade Co. 54, North Builitt 41
Model 62, Danville 53
Montgomery Co. 72, Woodford Co. 40
Murray 71, Fulton Co. 52
Newport 78, Beechwood 47
Newport Central Catholic 63, Ryle 54
North Oldham 66, Franklin Co. 63
Ohio Co. 64, Owensboro Catholic 37
Perry Co. Central 58. Breathitt Co. 54
Pineville 66, North Laurel 56
Reidland 58, St. Mary 44
Rowan Co. 113, Augusta 110, 201
Russell Co. 68, Madison Southern 51
Scott Co. 46, Lou. Eastern 41
Sheldon Clark 70. Prestonsburg 67
Somerset 78, Pulaski Co. 64
South Floyd 54, Plke Co. Central 51
South Oldham 75, Carroll Co. 41
South Warren 51, Logan Co. 45

MURRAY STATE BASKETBALL

Sisk sweeps league
honors after big week
MSU Sports Information
Murray State's Erika Sisk
was named as the adidas® OVC
Co-Player and Freshman of the
Week for games played,Feb 511, the league announced on
Tuesday.
Sisk led the Racers with 25.0
points per game over a 11
week. The Oxford, Miss.,
.native scored 21 in a non-con'ference win over New Orleans
on Wednesday and then followed that up with a career-high
29 points on Monday against
Tennessee State.
For the week, Sisk shot 53.3
percent (16-30) from the floor,
62.5 percent ($-8) from"3-point
range and 81.3 percent (13-16)
from the tree throw line. She

also added six assists and two
steals over the two-game span.
SIU Edwardsville's Raven
Berry averaged 21.5 points and
11 rebounds on the week to earn
Co-Player of the Week with
Sisk
Tuesday's honor marks the
first time in her career that Sisk
has been named as Player of the
Week and ninth time that she
has,earned the Freshman of the
Week award. She has now won
the Freshman honor in each of
the past six weeks.
This weekend, Sisk and the
rest of the Racers will travel to
Illinois for a pair of cnicial
OVC match-ups. On Saturday,
Murray State will take on league
leaders Eastern Illinois in

Canaan adds to honors

ond quarter where we didn't
play so well," Lane said. "We
MSU Sports Information against the Bruins and Tigers
gave up too many offensive
Murray
rebounds. We gave up nine
State's
Isaiah as he hit 21-of-25 for 84 peroffensive rebounds in the first
Canaan was named the Ohio cent. He shot 38 percent from
half, that's inexcusable."
Valley Conference Player of three-point range(5-of-13)and
The message at half time
the Week Monday in voting also added 10 assists and four
was heard loud and clear by the
conducted by the league's steals.
Lakers. They responded on the
sports information directors.
The weekly OVC award
scoreboard extending the lead
Canaan, a senior front
'
. marks the second time this seato as much as 16 points.
Biloxi. Miss., helped . the son and ninth time in his career
Looking like a team on a misRacers to two wins last week that Canaan has been so honsion to prove a point and ruin
over previously OVC- unde- ored.
Tilghman's senior night..
feated Belmont by a 79-74' • Travis Betranof Austin Peay,
The- Lakers passed the ball • score and a 69-48 win over , earned his sixth OVC
well and took advantage of
Tennessee State. Canaan, who Newcomer of the Week honor
open Shots.
•
has ranked in the top-10 in the oforhe seaspn after averaging
"We passed the ball well
nation in scoring all season, 25.0 points, 3.0 rebounds, 2.0
tonight,"lane said. "I'm proud
matched his season average of assists and 2.0 steals/game in a
of our getfird play. I thought all
21.0 points for the week.
pair of games. The guard hit
our guards played really well
Showing a flare for the dra- 57.1 percent (16-of-28) from
and Michael (Arnett) .and
matic, it was Canaan's three- ihe field, 53.3 percerit (8-ofSkyler (Hunter) played well
pointer with 33 seconds, left 15) from 3-point range and
too. But I thought Wade
that broke a '4-74 tie and gave was a perfect 10-of-10 from
(Carter) had some nice passes
MSU the win over Belmont. the sch-alliy stripe. Betran had
after breaking the press, two of
He had 26 points against the 28 points on 9-of- I 7 (52.9%)
them to Michael.
Bruins marking his 31st game shooting, including hitting four
"I thought Parker shared the
with 20 or more points. In the 3-pointers, in an overtime loss
ball really well and I think our
Saturday
win over TSU, to Tennessee State. He also had
unselfish play tonight was the
Canaan was his efficient self three assists, two rebounds and
key. And we've talked about
with 16 points.
two steals in the contest.'
that a lot the last two days and
Canaan set up shot at the Against Belmont on Saturday
I thOught we had a lot of
free throw line repeatedly night, Betran scored 22 points
unselfish play tonight and
that's the key to out team,
unselfish play.. Arnett and Wagner led a balanced Laker squad with 14
points each. Hunter had 13
points while Parker 'Adams.
chipped in 11. .
Calloway County had 13
assists in the game • nd out
rebounded Tilghnr
in
the win.
The Lakers h d a complete
game offensively with four
players scoring in double figures. Connor Wagner and
Arnett had 14 each; Hunter had
_13 and Parker Adams had 11
points.
Calloway
Tilghman

on 7-of-11 (63.6%) shooting as
he once again knocked down
four 3-pointers. The guard also
had four rebnunds, two steals
and an assist. Betran currently
ranks fourth in. the OVC in
-scoring (17.9 points/game).
in
second
pointers
made/game (2.9) and third in
3-point percentage (43.9%).
Alex Austin of Eastern
Illinios. won his fourth OVC
Freshman of the Week award
of the season ffter averaging
16.0 points, IS rebounds, 1.5
assists and 1.5 steals/game in a
pair of games last week.
Coming off the bench the
guard hit 72.2 percent (13-of18) from the field and 50 percent (4-of-8) from 3-pOint
range as the Panthers topped
UT -Martin and lost to
Southeast Missouri ,on the
road.

•.
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Callaway (18-8) — Arnett 14, Wagner
14, Hunter 13, Adarqs 11. Caner 5.
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TlIghtitan (10-17)— Youngblood 20
Davis 12, Overstreet 9, McEwen 6
Strayhorn 3 Layne 2, Abbage I.
Mayes 1
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MI Lady Lakers...
From Page 7A

February 19
vs. Mid Continent at 2:00pm

February 21
vs. Central Michigan at 2:00pm

February 22-23
vs. Bowling Green at 2:00pm

February 24
vs. Bowling Green at 1:00pm
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MURRAY STATE TRACK

MSU Sports Information
The Murray State track and
field team has swept the OVC's
ADIDAS Athletes of the Week
Award for the second time this
,
season.
Senior Alexis Love won the
track athlete of the week, while
junior Katie Forshey won in the
award in field:.Love had a bi4
meet over the weekend for the
Racers at the Grand Valley State
Big Meet. Love took home the
400 meter dash title, placed second in the 200 meters and third
in the 60 dash at the meet.
• In the 400, Love set a new
;career-best in the raCe, running
a time of 56,27. Love's big day
;wasn't clone there however. In
•7-1 the 200 she set a new season-

SURGEF
began, a
and Post.
the housE
Pictured
Keith Tra,

19 9 7" 19 —64
9.15 5 25 —54

speed. Shumpert is just too
good. We tried to trap her. We
tried to go full court. We tried to
do a lot of different things, she
is just too good."
Summer Simmons led
Calloway County in offense.
scoring 31 points, grabbing nine
reboqnds and assisting on two
scores. Bailey Brown added 14
points and five assists in the
best with a time of 24.06. Love loss.
would follow that up by tying a
Shtimpen, who is heading to
season-best in the 60 meters, Chattanooga next year for colrunning a time of 7.56 in the' lege basketball, led all scorers
finals.
with 36 points'and six assists.
Love also anchored the
The. lo_smoved the Lady
'4x400 meter relay team thabset Lakers to 300 on the season at
a new season-best for the Racers 14-14 with only one game left
before the district tournament.
and finished in the third place.
"We are going to take some
Forshey recorded a 2nd place
finish in the high jump out of a positives from this game,"
field of 32 at the meet Over the Sivills said. "We have a tough
weekend with a height of 5'5". game on Thursday. We have to
That was good enough to earn finish off on a good note. We
her a new career-best in the want to finish above .500."
• •The Lady Lakers close out
event.
Forshey, Love and the rest of the regular season at 7:30 p.m.
the Racers will be off this week against Ballard Memorial at
in preparation for the OVC Jeffery Gymnasium before hostIndoor Championships hosted ing Marshall'County in the 4th
by Eastern Illinois on Feb. 22- District Tournament Tuesday.

Love, Forshey Win
OVC weekly honors

www.n

FREE ROTATIONS WITH ANY. TIRE PURCHASE!

High-Tech Hunter Hawk Eye Elite...
%- a new technology In alignments

Tire
Rotation

Front End Alignments only $74.95

$17.95

Bring this ad and receive an additional $10.00 off any tire purchase or wheel alignment
All specials expire 2-28-13

Call Us Today and SAVE.. 270-753-2617
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Murray-Calloway County Hospital

SURGERY DONATION: Three years ago when the Residential Hospice House planning
began, a group of MCCH staff from the Outpatient Surgery. Operating Room, Sterile Supply
and Post-Anesthesia Care Unit departments pledged $5 per paycheck to sponsor a room in
the house. Since then, newcomers to the departments have joined in the fundraising efforts.
Pictured are members of the initial donation group with MCCH CEO Jerry Penner, far left, and
Keith Travis, vice president of Institutional Development, far right.

Cancer survivors can participate
in Adventure Weekends at parks-A
Staff Report
:sat,

Women who have experienced
any type of cancer and completed treatment within the past two
years are eligible to participate
in one 'of two Adventure
Weekends set for later this year.
The first will be March 22-24
at Lake Barkley State Resort
Park near Cadiz. The second is
scheduled for Oa. 18-20 at
Jenny Wiley State Resort Park in
in Prestonsburg.
These adventure experiences
are desigad for individuals who
are no longer in treatment and

are able to participate in light to
moderate physical activities.
Participants will be expected to
share rooms in the park lodges;
some private rooms will be
available to accommodate special needs.
Cost to attend the weekends is
$50 per person. Financial scholarships are available; requests
can be indicated on the application.
Applications. are available
through the Kentucky Cancer
Program offices or through the
Horses and Hope website,
www.horsesandhope_org to print

application. Send applica-•
tions to: Office of the First Lady,'
7(X)Capitol Ave.. Frankfort, KY
4()601. Faxes can also be sent at
502-564-0437.
Deadline to apply for the Lake
Barkley weekend is Feb. 22,
while the Jenny Wiley weekend
deadline is set for Sept. 20.
Participants will be chosen by
lottery and, contacted by mail
prior to the event.
For more information, phone
the Kentucky Cancer Program at
1-877-326-1134 or the Office of
First Lady Jane-Beshear at 502564-2611.

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

STEPS IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION: Elijah Niesen, 4, of Murray walks on a balance beam
as physical therapist Mary Swartz supervises his progress Friday inside one of the two rooms
for the newly-refurbished pediatric rehab area of the Stuart Poston Center for Health &
Wellness of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The rooms received paint jobs that allowed
them to become more child-friendly, featuring such things as mountain and zoo scenes.

BHP brunch features cardiac surgeon Lopez
Special to the Ladger
PADUCAH.
, Ky. — Cardiothoracic surgeon
Nicholas Lopez, M.D., will speak about advances
in cardiac,,.me,rx_sipe next Brunch Bunch at 11
-a.m. Tuesday, Feb. 19, in the Heart Center
Auditorium of Baptist Health Paducah, formerly
Western Baptist Hospital.

Admission is one or more can of food for a community food drive. Lunch will be prov1ded. Space
is limited, so reservations are required by phoning
(270)575-2851.
Baptist Health Paducah has the region's most
comprehensive heart center, including the largest
hybrid row in the region for minimally-invasive
procedures.

HCMC names February Partners of the Month
,

Special to the Ledger

II Becky Gooch, RN at training
manual •
o,n
H('HC.
Dementia/Abuse and reported
PARIS, Tenn.- Henry County • Sherron Fischer, RN at her findings to administration.
Medical Center announces that HCHC.
She volunteered-- to teach the
the Partner of the Month for
Laster tracked a missing heart required classes to staff memFebruary in the Stars • of monitor and found it to be at bers who are reporting her
Excellence Program .is Craig McEvoy Funeral Home, saving excellence in training them.'
Perry, RN at Henry County the hiispital from having to pur_Gooch and Fischer were each
Health Care Center's Plumley chase another one. Smith was mentioned by a patient who
Rehab.
nominated for excellence in get- called them her "Sunshine
ceived his honor when ting the Fitness Center ready and
Pe
No matter what their iask
he rea
that the wife of a safe for partners to use.
was, they accomplished it with a
patient a no transportation to
Watson volunteered to read the professional attitude and a smile
HCHC and her husband was fac-, latest required I 2-inch thick on their faces.
ing death. Perry went to her
home -and brought her back to
the facility so she could be with
her husband Of 50 years.
HCMC al awards Star partners •
month.,* The Star
GIVE US A CAL) I 01)Al'
artners for February are:
•Wes Laster, RN,2E.
Smith, Plant
Rob
III
270.759.5151
Operations Supervisor.
•Lori Watson, Administrative
David Ramey
Assistant to Sandra Ray at .
INSURANCE
MI7RRAY
HCHC.-

jP

Insurance Rates
Too High?

ow Available in Murray

/ins- on
WOMEN'S HEALTH NURSE PRACTITIONER
CERTIFIED NURSE MIDWIFE

Availablefor
appointments in Murray
and Marshall County

••-•

1 :00pm

000

What do you
have to lose?
Free "Live Light" Bariatrics Seminar
Monday, February 1.80v • 6pm
Robert 0.Conference Center
201 South 4th Street• Murray, KY
Dr. Zeid Keilani, general and bariatric surgeon, will present
different bariatric procedures, including gastric banding,
laparoscopic gastric bypass and laparoscopic sleeve
gastrectomy. Topics covered during the "Live Light"
Bariatrics Seminar will include, diet,insurance and what
to expect with bariatric procedures. Registration is not
required to attend.
Dr Keilani is fellowship trained in advanced
minimally invasive laparoscopic and
bariatric surgery
For more information, please call

270-251-4527

lackson Purchase
Medical Center

Accepti.lg All Patients
at ANY Stage
in your Pregnancy
We're here

for you at
Two
Convenient
Locations
759.9200
000 South 12th St
- Murray, Kentucky
Dr. Corey Forester

800.932.2122
543 Powell Lane
nton, Kentucky
(Behind Post Office)
Find -Us On

011

Dr. Matt Price

Becky Johnson,
•,,j•
u,R <,

Lourdes orthopaedic patients
now recover in private suites

Photo by Kyser Lough / Murray-Calloway County Hospital

ROMMELMAN HOSTS SEMINAR: Dr. Monte Rommelman speaks to more than 30 participants during a recent free pain management seminar at Murray-Calloway County Hospital's
Center for Health and Wellness. Rommelman discussed the latest non-surgical approaches
available to control back and neck pain and answered questipns from attendees. "

General surgeon Patton
joins Baptist Heatth staff
Special to the Ledger

PADUCAH, Kji. — Phase one
of Lourdes hospital's multi-million dollar-renovation project is
now complete.
friday, Lourdes unveiled its
new private orthopaedic patient
suites which allow 24/7 access
to emergency orthopaedic care.
The unit features private rooms,
walk-in showers, sleeper sofas,
and flat-screen televisions.
The redesign of the hospital's
20 orthopaedic recovery rooms
started in August.'"This investment is all about the patient
experience," says Shiraz Patel,
Photo provided
M.D., Lourdes Orthopaedic
rooms at
orthopaedic
renovated
newly
the
Surgeon. "We want to provide (r This is one of
Paducah.
in
hospital
the best care, comfort and com- Lourdes
passion at the bedside for our "This is the real deal," says gift marking this historic day of
patients, even down to selecting Reck. -These rooms are nicer, healing, a day that, according to
tIf correct colors for the rooms. and more spacious and that Patel, gives Lourdes patients an
The color scheme has been makes for a more comfortable ideal environment for recovery.
"We know the real goal of
shown to have a calming effect stay."
Steven Grinnell, president and joint replacement surgery is to
on patients, and we believe that
CEO of Lourdes, says cost con- put it behind you," Patel said.
calmness,promotes healing."
The larger recovery rooms will tainment was at the forefront of "These new private rooms will
feature wider doorways and the design process.
allow our patients to recover
"The region expects Lourdes with dignity and privacy."
bathrooms that provide easier
access for wheelchairs and to offer innovative, less invasive
The orthopaedic renovations
walkers. The extra space will surgeries that help our patients also included the relocation of
also allow for in-room physical heal more quickly, and with less non-clinical functions away
pain," Grinnell said. "We
therapy.
from the main campus to
believe the renovations strike a
and
chairman
Tony Reck,
Lourdes North Plaza, formerly
CEO of Paducah & Louisville perfect balance between offering
the Wagner Building. Another
Railway, was one of the first the patient the highest quality
phase of the project is to renopatients transferred to the newly care while also avoiding unnecvate 20 general surgery recovery
renovated rooms after having a essary costs."
rooms;
these are scheduled to be
each
presented
Grinnell
hip replacement Wednesday. He

PADUCAH, Ky. — General
surgeon Demetrius L. Patton,
M.D., recently joined the medical
staff at Baptist Health Paducah.
Patton comes to Paducah having practiced previously in
Indiana. He is a graduate of
Indiana University School of
Medicine and completed his resi- Was thrilled with his new room.
dency in general surgery at Albert
Einstein College of Medicine in
New Hyde Park, N.Y., where he
served as chief resident.
He joins general surgeon David
bought tickets and the vendors made this a tremenWest, M.D. He is accepting new
dously fun evening said Tory Daughrity, director
patients for general surgery,
PARIS, Tenn. — The Henry County Medical of Marketing and Public Relations at HCMC."We
advanced laparcitcopy, surgical
Center Women's Health Advisory Council held its are so excited that we have raised money to assist
oncology and critical care at West
2nd annual Evening of Chocolate Delighnast the women in our community who can't access a
Kentucky Surgical Associates,
week to a crowd of.over 200 at Inman Middle needed mammogram because of money."
Doctors Office Building 1, Suite
School.
The vendors who were part of the event this year
102, Western Baptist Hospital,
18 vendors supplied desserts and drinks,
About
included: A La Mode Sweet Shoppe; Albert Ross
2601 Kentucky Ave., Paducah,
raising approximately $2,500 for a new fund being
is
phone
office
The
Ky., 42003.
Tharpe Services, LLC;Dotta Sue; Ducks Dogs and
established to assist those who cannot afford a
(270)443-0202.
Frogs Custom Cakes; Fidalgo Bay Coffee;ICroger;
marnrnogram and need one.
.Lalceway IGA; My Favorite Things; Pampered
Fancy cake maker and decorator, Wendy
Chef; Paris Landing State Park; Paris Winery;
Barnhart, was a vendor who really enjoyed the
Quota Inteniational;Sally Lane's
evening. "I was really surprised at ihe huge Prater's Taters;
turnout; both tickets and vendor numbers," she Candy Farm and Youth Villages
A special thanks to Buchanan Resort, Sugar
said. "We had a really great time for a good cause
and made some contacts with people who did not Salon, Paulette's, Dr. Gene Gulish, Cindy's
Catering, and the Olive Pit for providing silent
know about our business::
"Our volunteers from the WHAC committee and auction items in addition to those provided by the
the Healthcare Foundation, those who sold and vendors and volunteers.

Delight raises $2,500

250 years
of.experience
for the one day
you need us.
Board Certified Olt IiYs

270-753-9300• vi w w.m urray wom asisclinic.com

Wondering what to do
with your money?

TAKE CONTROL OF
YOUR MS RELAPSES
Michael D.Burgdolf
Field Representatrve
270-767-0077

If you're unsatisfied with your current treatment for MS relapses—
because it doesn't work well or causes side effects that a"re hard to
manage—you're invited to a presentation created especially for you.
You will learn from an Mthealthcare professional about a
different FDA-approved treatment option and hear a firsthand
account of a patient's experience with this treatment.

Bellinda Sheetz Landry
Field Represerrtative
270-970-5075

Barry E.Newsome
Finaneal Representatrm
270-753-3422

When it comes to our homes, cars, vacations, and even the foods we eat,
we often aspre to something bigger and better. Your savings should be
no different.
Woodmen of the World's Modified Endowment F le Insurance certificate,
the Enhancer. may be a better way to preserve your assets and help you
save for your future and the future of your loved ones.
• Your cash may accumulate faster than in a CD
• Tax-deferred gain until received
• Avoid the hassles of probate
• Tax-free death benefit if paid to named beneficiary
Call us today to find out if this could be yoyr opportunity to set aside
money did save on irk'ome ta-xes.

Nick's Family Sports Pub
616 North 1?th Street
Murray, KY 42071 .
Wednesday, February 20, 2013
12:00 PM
11:30 AM
Amy Dix, MPA-C, MSCS
Jennifer Ravenscroft, PA-C, MSCS
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COMICS / FEATURES
Sister in open marriage
takes sharing too far

Murray Ledger & Times

Looking Back
Ten years ago
ly, Steven Gresham, 8, placed secNavy Petty Officer 3rd class ond in the overall high point standBrian E. Buhmann, son of Sheila ings.
Rogers, of Murray, is currently
A recent birth reported at Muron his fifth month of deployment ray-Calloway County Hospital for
while. assigned to the 24th Marine Jan. 31 includes a girl to Mr.
and
Expeditionary Unit, based in Camp Mrs. Randy McNutt, Paris, Tenn.
Lejeune NC.
Mrs. Sarah Liaraid Simon is celIn high school basketball, Cal- ebrating her 100th birthday Feb.
loway County Lady Laers beat
12. She was born in 1883.
Lyon County 62-33. Shameka Dial
Ryan Paul Norsworthy celebrathad 12 'points.
ed his first birthday Jan. 29 at
Members of Girl Scout Troop the home of his parents, Rick and
No. 579 pictured with Mrs. Ten- Donna Norsworthy.
nessee America are Katrina Olson,
Pictured are Rdhnie Green, CarChristina Veach,Ania Phillips, Eliz- rie Green and Jerry Bibb with
abeth
Brewer,
Madison their limit of quail they killed on
Schwenman, Erin Mayo, Eliza- a recent hunt in Calloway Counbeth Dawson and Alex Blood- tY. worth.
Five Murray youth listed among
Amanda Conley, of Murray, per- the top junior tennis players in
formed in a Feb. 12 concert with Kentucky were Ellen Hogancamp,
the University of Kentucky Jon Mark Hall, Mark Whitaker,
Women's Choir in Carnegie Hall Robert Stout and Shawn Parker.
in New York City.
Forty years ago
Twenty years ago
Kenny Kingins and Tina HousAlan Emerson, of Murray State den were crowned as Junp,
.King
University, Rachel Cella, of Mur- and Queen at New Concord School.
ray High School and Christy Scott,
Arlie Scott, associate professor
of Calloway County High School, of agriculture at Murray State Uniare pictured practicing in prepa- versity, was recipient of the 1.P.
ration for "Strike Up the Bands" Gas Award as "Outstanding 4-H
concert, which will feature the
Man Leackr-in-the State of Key
bands of the three schools.
tucky."
The "Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of
Fifty years ago
Beta Sigma Phi has selected Candy
Recent bin s reported at MurWebb as its Valentine Queen for ray Hos ital nclude a girl to Mr.
the 1993 year.
and Mrs. omer Curling, a boy
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Doran will to Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Castleobserved. their 50th wedding berry,-a.girl to Mr. and Mrs. Paul
anniversary Feb. 13. The couple Gamble, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
was married on that date in 1943. Pat Murdock, a boy to Mr. and
Recent births reported at Mur- Mrs. Kent Nichols, a girl to Mr.
ray-Calloway County Hospital for and Mrs. Charles Shufett, a boy
Feb. 9 include a girl to Janis and to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Walls and
John Underwood, Hazel; a boy to a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Junior
Jennifer and Russell Blakley, Mur- Coleman.
ray, a girl to Karen and Kevin
A.I. Hough is president of Men's
Lamb, Murray; a, boy to MI6 Club' at College Presbyterian
and Dickie Nesbitt, Hazel, and a Church.
boy to Barbette Spurlock. Paris, . Sixty years ago
Tenn.
Births reported include a girl to
Thirty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Jackson, a girl
Sixteen swimmers from the Mur- to Mr. and Mrs. WE. Perry. a
ray-Calloway Swim Club took girl to Mr. and Mr. Thomas Earl
home 92 ribbons in the Gold Vault Cothran and a boy to Mr. and
Snowball Invitational.- Individual- Mrs. Herman Butler-, all Jan. 27.

DEAR ABBY: My daughters
are attractive young women, both
doing well in their professional
careers. 'Melanie," who is 27, is
married to "Sam," an extremely
attractive and successful man.
My 30-year-old daughter, "Alicia," has been divorced for a year.
Her marriage
failed
two
years
ago
because she
and her husband had an
appetite for
sea outside
their
marriage. While
was disturbed
about that, I
was horrified
to learn that
By Abigail
Melanie
Van Buren
allows
her
sister to-occasionally have sex with Sam.
Melanie's argument is that Sam
is less likely to cheat given this
situation. When I asked her and
Sam about it, he said it wasn't
his idea. My current husband says
any man who would refuse this
"set-up" would be nuts. Alicia
claims she "doesn't have time" to
date right 'now, and alter she finishes her MBA, she'll seek out a
more normal relationship.
I am distraught about this mess.
Melanie says she wants to start
a family soon. he says she loves
Sam, who can "handle everything," and she enjoys seeing
"everyone happy." She says Alicia won't sleep around now and,
maybe,one day she'll marry a handsome man like Sam who will
"return the favor"!
I can't believe these girls are
my daughters. Should I continue
to protest or let it go'? Is this relaxed
attitude about sex prevalent in
young people today'? I cannot.
understand Melanie's lack of desire
to defend her turf. -'- HEARTBROKEN 'MOM IN FLORIDA .
DEAR MOM: Your daughters
appear to be intb the concept Of

Dear Abby

By the Associated Press
Today is Ash Wednesday, Feb.
13. the 44th day of 2013. There
are 321 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 13,1943, during World
War II, the U.S. Marine Corps
Women's Reserve was officially
'established.
On this date:
In 1542, the fifth wife of England's King Henry VIII,, Catherine Howard, was executed for
adultery.
In 1741, Andrew Bradford of
Pennsylvania Published the first
13

bergh. (Hauptmatin was later executed.)
•
In 1991, during Operation
Desert .Storm, allied watplanes
destroyed an underground shelter
in Baghdad that had been identified as a military command center, Iraqi officials said 500 civilians were killed.
Ten years ago: Clara Harris,
who'd run down her husband,
David, with her Mercedes after
catching him with his mistress.
was convicted by a Houston jury
of murder despite her claim that
she'd hit him accidentally.
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Here are some ways you and
your wife can alleviate the effects
of sundowning:
-- Keep a daily log and jot
down events that seem to trigger
symptoms. For instance, too much
noise or the act of preparing dinner could be a trigger. Once you
and your wife recognize these
triggers, you can work on ways
to avoid them.
-- Stick to a regular schedule.
Take walks or exercise at the
same time each()day, preferably
early in the day. Eat an early
dinner and go to sleep at the
same time each night.
-- Schedule appointments, trips
and activities in the morning.
Limit obligations in the late afternoon hours.
-- Take a late afternoon rest.
Just putting her feet up and closing her eyes for a short respite
can help preserve your wife's energy and prevent end-of-day fatigue.
-- Prevent overstimulation by
reducing noise from televisions
or stereos.
-- Reduce food and beverages
that contain caffeine, or restrict
them to early morning hours. Caffeine can stay in your system for
as long as 16 hours and interrupt
your sleep. Poor quality sleep may
also contribute to sundowning.
-- When she begins to feel
symptoms, she should either rest
or do something familiar that relaxes her, such as knitting or
reading the newspaper.
If the problem is ongoing, have
your doctor review the medications she is taking to be sure that
they're not causing the problem.
Sundowning is more common
in older people than you migh?
think. Fortunately, it's not *Alaily a sign of a serious underlying
problem. But it can lead to problems, like falls and fractures, so
try some of the things that you and she can do yourselves. If they
don't help, ask her doctor if testing of her intellectual function
might be required. But I'll bet
that won't prove necessary.

iii
Dr. Komaroff

I'M THE ONLY GIRL AT
SCHOOL WHO DOESN'T
HAVE ANYBODY GIVING
HER CARDS AND FLOWERS.
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by
Heloise

Mix the ingredients together soak in water, but you can clean
and refrigerate an hour or longer. them in cool running water. Eat
If you want to change it up, add up, as these mushrooms are chohot sauce, jalapenos or any other lesterol-free and low in calories,
spice you like. This is one of fat and sodium! - Heloise
many family recipes included in BANANA HINT
my All-Tone Favorite Recipes pamDear Heloise: My favorite way
phlet. To receive one, send $5 and to store ripe bananas is to remove
a stamped (66 cents), self- the ,skin, place in a freezer bag
addressed, long envelope to: and freeze.
Heloise/Recipes, P.O. Box 795001,
When you need a q• uick breakSan Antonio, TX 78279-5001.- Use fast, put it in the blender with
this spread to make little finger any liquid/ juice, milk, etc. Add
sandwiches, or as a dip for fresh- some yogurt and any other fruit
cut vegetables! - Heloise
or berries for a smoothie. This
PORTOBELLO MUSHROOMS
works better than adding ice to a
Dear Readers: Whether you smoothie, as it comes out much
are a vegetarian or just looking creamier. - Regina in New Jerfor something nett' to try, porto- sey
bello mushrooms are just the thing! SNACK ATTACK
These are the largest of all mushDear Heloise: I„ often snack
rooms and have a taste very much on potato chips. When I would
like meat. Many restaurants offer like some but don't want to get
them as a sandwich .or grjlled a plate dirty, I grab a coffee fillike a hamburger. This is my ter. I throw a handful of chips
favorite way to enjoy them!
(or any snack) in there and use
Here are some mushroom hints: it as a temporary "bowl." When
Store them in the refrigerator in done, I just toss the filter away.
the package they came in. If you - A Reader. in Alaska
buy them loose, then store them
These filters are so inexpenin a brown paper bag in the sive. rffirtliriaine thing with
refrigerator.
.them, even with celery and carBefore using (not storing), gen- rot sticks. - Heloise
tly get rid of dirt with a damp
(02013 bkKing Features Synpaper -towel or soft brush. Don't dicate Inc.

Crosswords
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Résumé listing
Paint the town red
Touch on
Large lizard
Crisply fragrant
Sinew
Min. part
Flexed
Lift
Crony
Give one's case
Diver's gear
Shopping aid
Wallet bills
Tickle
Ventilation pipes
Puppy cry
Plot out
Gift tag word
Print units
Flowering shrub
Kin of PDO
•
Train stops
Wise teacher
Abhor
Start the bidding

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
16
18
19
20
21
22
23
25
29
30
33

Spielberg movie
Theater awal;d
Crimps
Pig's place
Quick snacks
FBI employees
Little one
Suffered from
Lennon's love
Scathing review
Auction signal
Feedbag fill
Enlivens, as writing
Aid in crime
Colleen
DVR button
South American city
Brilliant act
Wading birds
Reservoir maker
Comic tribute
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DEAR DOCTOR K: My wife
is in her late 70s. Lately she appears
very tired and agitated in the
evenings. 1 talked to a doctor
friend who said she might be
"sundowning." What is sundowning, and what can we do about
it? .
DEAR READER: Some older
people have trouble concentrating, grow agitated or even
confused, and
become especially fatigued
at the end of
the day. This
phenomenon
is known as
"sundowning"
because
its
effects tend to
coincide with
By
sunset -- usuDr. Anthony
ally occurring
Komaroff
in the late
afternoon into
the evening, then settling down
late at night.
Sundowning behavior commonly occurs in people
with
Alzheimer's disease, but it can
also occur in older people without Alzheimer's disease or other
types of dementia.
Sundowning is more likely to
occur, in an unfamiliar environment in a dark place. I had a
patient who never experienced
sundowning at "home, but sometimes when she and her husband
,traveled, it wouta happen in a
hoteL room at night. Sundowning
occurs quite often in hospitalized
patients. It can lead to problems
such as ,falls and fractured bones
as people get out of bed in their
confusion and trip ovelr\something:
Sundowning
an Ilness;
it's a temporary condit. n, and
we 'don't entirely under and what
causes it. One explanation is that
by late afternoon, some older people have difficulty coping with
the accumulation of stresses that
build over .the course of the day.
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OLIVE NUT
DIP
Dear
Heloise:
have lost your
mother's
OLIVE
SPREAD
RECIPE.
Could
you
please reprint
it, since' I cannot remember it by memory? Nora M. in Texas
Nora; here is one of the mostoften-asked-for recipes: Heloise 's
Olive Nut Dip or Sandwich Spread,
which my mother made all the
time! I've added some "nest."
updates where 1 substitute low-fat
versions. 'of some ingredients. So,
you eau mix and match! Gather
the following ingredients:
8 ounces cream cheese (regular, low-fat or no-fat), softened
112 cur mayonnaise or no-fat
mayolno-fat sour cream
I cup chopped or sliced green
olives or salad olives
2 tablespoons of juice from the
;
olive jar
Dash of ground pepper (more.
if . you like)
•
112 cup chopped pecans

ACROSS
1
5
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
22
24
26
27
28
30
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34
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38
41
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43
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Dear Abby is written by Abigail Va4uren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and was founded by her mother, Pauline
Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box
69440, Lis Angeles, CA 90069.

'Sundowrting' is real, but
not really understood

Hints From Nolo
American magazine.. "The American Magazine, or A Monthly View
of the Political State of the British
Colonies" lasted three issues.
In '1861, Abraham Lincoln was
officially declared winner of the
1860 presidential -election as electors cast their ballots.
In 1920, the League of Nations
recognized the perpetual neutrality of Switzerland.
In 1935, a jury in Flemington, NJ. found Bruno Richard
Hauptmann guilty of first-degree
murder in the kidnap-slaying of
the son of Charles and Anne Lind-

,viding silent
wided by the

nd

4.4040410

DEAR ABBY: The other day
at work, my girlfriend overheard
a group of people in tpe break
room talking about what they'd
do first if they won the Jottery.
Without exception,everyone in that
room said the first thing they
would do is get a divorce. My
girlfriend was stunned.
Have you ever done an informal reader survey on this subject'? Is the state of marriage in
America really that bad? I'm also
curious if answers would differ
along gender lines. Let me know
what you think, and thanks. -HAPPILY SINGLE BUT STILL
A BELIEVER IN MARRIAGE
DEAR HAPPILY SINGLE:
No, I have not done a reader. survey on this subject. Efut I'm glad
you asked, because I think what
your girlfriend beard is a sad
commentary on Wie state of the
marriages of her co-workers. Readers, if you'd care to ,chime in on
this. I'm sure it would be enlightening.

Today In History

:esort, Sugar
ish, Cindy's

PIL

open marriage. Clearly, they do
not view marriage and relationships
the same way you do.
Melanie is naive to think that
encouraging Sam to have a sexual relationship with her sister
will discourage him from seeking
other partners. Far from it. And
as for her wanting to start a family, has she considered what will
happen if her husband impregnates Alicia at the same time -or first? .
..But pack to your question: Are
you right to protes0 You certainly are. That's what mothers are
for -- to inject a dose of sanity
when everyone around her is losing theirs.

Wednesday,February 13,3013•3B
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
11
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCLTIT COCTRT
Civil Action No. 11-CI-00245
BANK OF AMERICA, N.A , AS SUCCESSOR BY MERGER
TO BAC HOME LOANS SERVICING, LP, F/K/A
COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS SERVICING, LP,
VS.

PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE

JANIE RENEE MORRISON,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on August 14, 2012, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $76,268.29, plus interest, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway CountY;Xeritticky,-to'
the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, March 7, 2013, at the hour of
10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 8837 State Route 121 North,
Murray, KY 42071, the property herein to be sold as a whole and not divided,
being more particularly described as follows:
Tract 1
Part of the N. W. Qr. Of Section 8, Township 2, Range 3 East: Beginning at a
stake in the center of Old Murray & Mayfield Road corner to Don Hill; thence
South 19 rods to a ditch; thence southeast with ditch and Christine Hick's line to
a stake, which is 19 poles East of the West line; thence North 28 rods to a rock;
thence West with center of old road 19 poles to the point of beginning, containing
2.8 acres more or less.
Tract II
A part of the S.W. Qr. Of Section 8, Township 2, Range 3 East: Beginning at a
stake in the center'of the Old Mayfield & Murray Road, the N.W. corner of the
Mattie Jones tract, now 0.1 Tabers; thence West with said old road to a ditch;
thence up said ditch in a Southeastward direction to a stake in the West line of
Mattie Jones tract now O.L. Tabers; thence North with his line to the point of
beginning, containing 2 acres more or less_
Tract III (House & Lot)
Beginning at the northeast corner of a one acre tract of land heretofore conveyed
to Grantors by deed from Robert Lawrence, dated June 20, 1947 and recorded in
Deed Book 84, Page 500 and said beginning point being the southwest corner of
the intersection of State Highway 121 and the Old Mayfield Murray Road and
being Grantors northeast corner, thence south with the west side of Mayfield
Murray Road 32 feet to a stake; thence southwest with the north right of way of
said Mayfield Murray Road 275 feet to a stake at Grantors east fence; thence
north with Grantors fence 83 feet to a stake in the south right of way of State
Highway 121; thence east with the south right of way of State Highway.121,2
.74
feet to the point of beginning_
This deed conveys a lot 274 feet on the north side, 275 feet on the south side, 83
feet on the west side and 32 feet on the east side.
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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ADVETISEbIENT FOR BIDS ON SURPLUS PROPERTY
Please take notice that the City Hall of Hardin, Kentucky will accept sealed bids
on Monday, March 11, 2013, ay 600 p.m at the new Hardin City Hall for the following described property. All personal property will be grouped in lot numbers.
Bids on personal property must conform by specifying the lot number and bidder's price for that particular lot number. Bidders on the real estate must be willing and able to close and produce certified fundsmithin thirty (30) days of any
acceptance by City of Hardin. Special Warranty Deed to be issued to accepted
bidder on real estate . All items of real estate and personal property are being
sold "as is' with no warranties or gaurantees whatsoever. The real estate and
items of personal may be viewed and/or inspected during regular business hours
by contacting Hardin City Hall at (270) 437-4361. The City of Hardin reserves
the right to reject any or all bids for any reason.
REAL ESTATE:
The 'Old" Hardin city Hall located at 90 Commerce Street, Hardin, Kentucky
42048, and being more particularly described in Deed Book 150, Page 177,
Marshall County Clerk's Office.
Lot No. 70 in the town of Hardin. Kentucky, aszhown by plat of said town of
0
record in Deed Book 35, page 3931Marshall County Court Clerk's Office.
EXCEPT: 35 feet off of the SSifth side of said lot coveyed to Voris Utley by deed
dated October 27, 1945 of record in Deed Book 75. page 204 Mkrshall County
Court Clerk's Office.
Also, Beginning at the Northwest corner of the M.H. Wilson lot; thence, North
with Main Street 5 feet to the Southwest corner of the Irvan Jones Garage'lot
which is Lot No. 71; thence, East with the South line of the Irvan Jones Garage
lot 150 feet to Wades Alley; thence, South 5 feet to the Northeast corner of the
M H Wfison lot: thence, with M.H. Wilson's North line to the point of the beginning, said parcel being 5 feet off of the South side of Lot No. 71.
PERSONAL PROPERTY:
LOT *1: Desk. Computer Table, Chair, & Adding Machine.
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-CI-003l7

HAZEL ENTERPRISES, LLC,
VS.

PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE

ADAM L. GALLOWAY
MARY D. GALLOWAY
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, KENTUCKY,
GRAVES GILBERT CLINIC,

DEFENDANTS -

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on January 14, 2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff
in the approximate amount of $3,274.70, plus interest, etc., I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, February 28, 2013,
at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described properly located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 93 Season Lane,
Murray, KY 42071,(PVA Map No7084-C-0001-00007) and being more particularly
described as follows:
Tract 1: Lot 7, Circle "K" Mobile Home Park, Unit II, as shown on Plat Book ,14,
Page 2, Slide 1207, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
Tract II: Being Lot 8 in a subdivision of Charles R. Knight, recorded in Book 14,
Page 2, Slide 1207, in the Office of the Calloway County Court Clerk.
This includes the sale of a trailer currently located on said property, described as
a 1980 Aladdin Mobile Home, VIN *591.
Adam L. Galloway, et ux., obtained title to tile above-described property by deed
from Lorenzo Watson, et ux., dated December 28, 2007, of record in Book 726,
Page 519, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway Courth.Court.

LOT *2: 5 Assorted Chairs

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of sixty 160)
days, but if sold on a credit of 60 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent(10%) of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in full within sixty (60) days. with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest. at 12% per annum from the date of gale until paid, and fully due and payable
in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but same shall be sold subject to
the 2012 ad valorem taxes

LOT *3: Long L-Shaped Table
LOT #4: Computer Desk & Gray Chair
LOT #5:. Metal Desk & High Back Chair
LOT *6: Four(4)Phones & Phone System
LOT s7: Bathroom Cabinet
LOT fd: Two (2) Diainond-Plated Truck 11)01 Boxes & One

White Tool Box
Jason F. Darnell
Hardin City Attorney

Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Jame Renee Morrison, single,
by Deed of Conveyance from Johnnie L. Lane and wife Patricia Lane, dated June
30, 2000 and filed July 5, 2000, of record in Book 350, Page 149, in the office of
the Clerk of the Galloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be,required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent(10%) of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in full within thirty (30)days, with sufficient surety bond-bearing '
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable in thistg days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but shall be sold
subject to the 2013 ad valorem taxes.
This 7th day of February, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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This 7th day of February, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner

JPMORGAISI CHASE BANK, N A ,
VS

DAN THIBEAULT, MIDLAND FUNDING, LLC,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, UNKNOWN
DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF DAN THIBEAULT,

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on Augyst 14, 2012, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $117,416.44, plus interest, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to
the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday. March 7,2013. at thy hour of
10:00 a.m.. local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 283 Bendefield Lane, Murray,
KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
TRACT I: BEGINNING at a point in the South right of way of KY. Hwy. 121, said
ing 668 feet East of the intersection ofthe South right of way of KY. Hwy.
the East right of way of KY. Hwy. 893; THENCE South 2 degrees 10' .
East
a distance of 1,282.09 feet to an iron stake: THENCE North 88 degrees
40' East for a distance of 449.89 feet to an iron stake; THE POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE North 88 degrees 40' East for a distance of 100 feet to an iron
stake; THENCE North 2 degrees 10' West for a distance of 150 feet to an iron
stake; THENCE South 88 degrees 40' West for a distance of 100 feet to an iron
stake;THENCE South 2 degrees hY East for a distance of-150 feet to the pada of beginning.
The above lot is transferred and conveyed subject to all protective covenants.
restrictions, easements, reservations and all other exceptions as recorded on
microfilm in Book 154, Card 1350, in the Office of the Clerk of Calloway County,
all of which are by this reference made a part of this instrument.
TRACT II: Legal description of a tract of land situated approximately 1.5 miles
west of the Community of Coldwater, in the County of Calloway, State of
Kentucky being a part of the Southwest Quarter of Section 7, Township 2, Range
3 East, and situated at the rear of 283 Bendefield Lane, and being further
described as follows/See Plat of-record in Plat Book 30, Slide 40, page 28561:
BEGINNING at a ?" diameter rebar (w/cap *3175 set, located 22.29' east of a ?"
diameter rebar found, marking the southwest corner of the Dana Sliger property(Deed Book 174, Card 436), and being the northwest corner of the 3.9734 acre
tract described herein; THENCE,south 82 degrees 4807'east passing through a
9" diameter rebar found at 179.44'(the southwest ,:orner of the Randy Darnell
property, Deed Book 173. Card 1030), for a distance of 251.20' to a fence corner,
the northwest corner of the Gregory Boyd property; THENCE, with Boyd's west
line and with an existing fence, south 06 degrees 12'32" west 680.06' to a
diameter rebar (w/cap *3437)found, the northeast corner of the James Bradley
Dublin property (Deed Book 324, Page 411); THENCE, with Dublin's north line,
north 86 degrees 55'42" west 251.54' to a ?" diameter rebar (w/cap *3175)set, the
southwest corner of the tract described herein; THENCE,severing the lands of
Ralph Sliger, north 06 degrees 12' 32" east, passing through a ?" diameter (w/cap
#3175)set as 300 00'for a distance of 698.16'to a point of beginning. This tract
contains 3.9734 acres.
TRACT III: Lying and being in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly
described as follows. to-wit: BEGINNING at a point in the south right of way of
Kentucky Highway 121, said point being 668 feet East of the intersection of the
South right of way of Kentucky Highway 121 and the east right of way of
Kentucky Highway 893; THENCE,South 2 degrees 10' East 1282.09(erroneously
referred to in Deed Book 174, Card 436, as "1282.0") feet to an iron stake;
THENCE, North 88 degrees 40' East for a distance of 349.89 feet to an iron stake,
THE POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE, North 88 degrees 40' East 100 feet to
an iron stake; THENCE, North 2 degrees 10' West for a distance of 125'to an iron
stake; THENCE,South 88 degrees 40' West fora distance of 100'to an iron stake;
THENCE,South 2 degrees 10' East for a distance of 12.5' to the point of beginning.
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas, and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements m favor /*the estate of said coal, otl, gas and other minerals, if any
Being the same property conveyed to Dan Thibeault, from John Thibeault, single
by deed dated November 12, 2009 and recorded November 12, 2009 in Deed Book
810 and Page 320, in the office of the Calloway County Clerk.
The aforementioned property shall be bold on a cash or credit bear' of thirty
days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in full within thirty (301 days. with sufficient surety bond, bearing
intoest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable in thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property ea additional
security. All delinquent tarsi shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold
sub)ect to the 2012 ad valorem taxes
This 7th day of February, 2013
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Water Commiasioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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DEFENDANTS

Bv virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on January 14, 2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff
in the approximate amount of $2,842.28, plus interest, etc., I shall proceed e
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway Count,
Kentucky, to the highesebidder, at public auctionThn Thursday, February 28, 2013,
at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly described as
follows:
•
Lots Numbered 779, 780, 781, 784, 785, 775, 776, 777, 778, 788, 789, 373, 772,
773, 774, Unit No. 1 of Kentucky Lake Development Corporation Subdivision as
shown by plat of same which is recorded in Plat Book 2 at Page 91, in the office of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The above-described property is hereby transferred and conveyed subject to the
following protective covenants:
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1. Any or all buildings or construction to be of good materials and workmanship
(wood or masonry construction); No lean-to or shacks permitted. No converted
buses, street cars or such will be permitted at any tine.
2. All construction to be at least 20 feet from road right of way and not less than 5
feet from adjoining property linea.
3. No livestock to be kept on property except a pony or horse may be ridden on
public roads or riding trails during daylight hours.
4.

No junk yards of any kind permitted.

BANK OF

5. Only professionally made tents may be left standing permanently No homemade tents of degrading appearance will be permitted.

VS.

6 West Kentucky Electric Corporation right of way reserved.

ROBERT

PVA Map No. 105-A-0772
Being a portion of that property conveyed to Fannie Morrison by deed from
Smithwood Development Corporation, dated July 7, 1969, of record on Microfilm
in Book 141, Card 102, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of sixty (60)
days, but if sold on a credit of 60 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance
'to be paid in full within sixty (60) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable
in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security.
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but same shall be sold subject
to the 2012 ad valorem taxes.
This 7th day of February, 2013
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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COWAIONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALL9WAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-CI-00247
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PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE

ARROW FINANCIAL SERVICES, LLC,
BONNIE WELLS, CALVARY PORTFOLIO
SERVICES, LLC,COUNTY OF C.,tiLLOWAY,
HEIGHTS F,,NANCE CORPORATION,
LVNV FUIbING. LLC, MICHAEL WELLS,

DEFENDANTS,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on January 14, 2013, in the above calm, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff
in the approximate amount of $2,865.25, plus interest, etc., I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, March 7, 2013, at
the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 393 Meacham
Drive, New Concord, KY, and being more particularly described as follows:
Lots 461A, 451B, 452A and 462B of Unit 1 of Kentucky Lake Development
Corporation, Inc., as shown by plat of the same which is recorded in Plat Book 2,
Page 91, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The above identified lots are transferred and conveyed subject to all protective
covenants and exceptions running with said land as shown on said plat as recorded in Plat Book 2, Page 91, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court.
Michael Wells, and wife, Bonnie Wells, obtained title to the above-described property by deed from Henry Clay Mitchell, and wife, Sally Mitchell, dated April 24,
2003, of record in Deed Book 488, Page 505, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of sixty (60)
days, but if sold on•credit of 60 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in full within sixty (60) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable
in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security.
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but same shall be sold subject
to the 2012 ad valorem taxes.
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The undersigned was appointed Warning carder
Attorney by the Calloway Circuit Court to notify
N.C. Brandon and Sons, and all unknown persons
who claim any interest in the property at 106
Walnut Street, Mown of Dexter, County of
Calloway, State of Kentucky, the subject matter of
this action, under rte. Brandon and Sons.
A quiet title action has been filed regarding the
above described property (and more particularly
described in the lawsuit). The Plaintiff asserts that
he is in actual possession of the real estate and
holds it under color of title by virtue of a deed and
is the fee simple absolute owner of the real estate.
Unless a defense or answer to the lawsuit is made
by you within 50 days of January al., 2013 a judgment by default may be granted aotkinst you.
Copies of the Complaint can be obtained from the
Clerk of the Calloway Circuit Court, Calloway
County Judicial Building, 312 N. 4th Street,
Murray, Kentucky 42071.
Curia E.C.B. Hatfield, Esq
Hatfield Law Firm, PLLC
309N 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
WARNING ORDER ATTORNEY

Pursuant to a judgment and order of sale and to satisfy the judgment of the
Plaintiff in the.amount of approximately $122,220.55 in the above styled action,
the Special Master Commissioner, Tom Blankenship, will offer for sale on or
about the hour 0(.10:00 a.m., on February 28, 2013, at public auction to the highest bidderat the Calloway County Courthouse, 101 South Fifth Street, Murray,
Kentucky, the following described property:
332 LONG DRIVE, MURRAY, KY 42071
Lot(s) 290 and 291 of the Haywood Vista Subdivision as shown by plat of same
which is of record in Plat Book No. 3 at page No. 48, Slide 148, in the office of the
Calloway County Court.
The above described property is sold subject to the restrictions as set forth in
Deed Book No. 140 at Page 257 in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court and such restrictions are specifically referred to and incorporated herein as
if same were written herein in full.
Being the same property conveyed to Jamieson Burris and wife,ICelly Andrea
Burris by General Warranty Deed, from William T. Spencer and wife, Wanda L.
Spencer, dated October 27, 1997and filed November 9, 1999, of record Book 332,
Page 212, in the office of the Calloway County Clerk.
Being the same property Quit Claimed to Jamieson Gregory Burris alkia
Jainieson Burns, from Kelly Andrea Burris single, by Quit Claim Deed dated.
January 5,2005 and recorded January 21, 2005 in Deed Book 579, Page 417
records of the Calloway County Court Clerk. Jamieson Gregory Burns died on
July 6, 2010.
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Property is to be sold for cash or in the alternative, on credit for thirty (30)days
with ten percent(10%) of the purchase price in cash due on the date of sale. If
sold on credit, purchaser shall be required to execute a bond with approved surety
per KRS 426.705, unpaid balance shall bear interest at the rate of 12% per
annum from date of sale until paid. The bond shall have the force and effect of a
judgment and shall remain a lien on the property sold as additional security for
the payment of the purchase price and all interest thereon. The Special Master
Commissioner shall approve the bond. Any deposit or sale bond shall be waived if
till Plaintiff is the successful bidder at the sale. To the extent applicable, the
property will be sold subject to the statutory right of redemption. The purchaser
shall be responsible for ad valorem taxes for the year 2013 and subsequent years. This sale may be canceled and any announcements made at the
sale take precedence over printed matter contained herein. The Special Master
Commissioner does not have access to the inside of the above mentioned property.

PO Box 571
Benton, KY 42026
270-627-1444
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
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VS.

NOTICE OF SALE

ROBERT CLAYTON, LAURIE CLAYTON

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on December 20, 2012, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff
in the approximate amount of $91,760.39, plus interest, etc., I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the Citrof Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, February 28, 2013,
at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 221 Sandhck
Road, Farmington, KY 42040, and being more particularly described as follows:
A lot 200 feet square and being forever described as follows:
Beginning on the south Right-of-Way of Tabers Road and the east side of a subdivision drive, then South with the East driveway of the subdivision drive 200 feet
to a 'take; thence 200 feet east to a Make; thence North parallel with the subdivision dn'<e 200 Ibet to a stake in the South Right-of-Way of Taber' Road; thence
West with the South Right-of-Way of Tabers Road 200 feet to the point of beginning.
Being the same property conveyed to Robert Clayton, and Laurie Clayton, husband and wife, by deed from Sandra G. Saxon, dated August 21, 2007, recorded on
Oct*r 19, 2007, in Deed Book 718, Page 483, in the office of the Clerk of the
Callay County Court
Parcel Number 004-0-0018-C. Subject to all restrictions, condition. and aovenanta
and to all legal highways arid easements.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to'deposit with
the commissioner ten percent (1046) of the purchase price, with the behind to be
paid in full within thirty(30)days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at
1246 per annum from the date deal* until paid, and hilly due and payable in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the 2013 ad
valorem tale*
This 7th day of February, 2013
Respecthilly sebrauted,
MAX W.PARKIIIR
Master Commelikear
'Calloway Civeeit Coast
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DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on January 14, 2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff
in the approximate amount of $4,108.20, plus interest, etc., I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, February 28, 2013,
at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 407 North Fourth
Street, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
56 feet off of the South side of the East half of Lot No. 148 in Bolen's Addition to
the town of Murray, Ky., and the plat to same is recorded in Deed Book 'P", Page
117, of the County Court Clerk's office, Calloway County.
Leslie R. Humphreys obtained title to the above-described property pursuant to
the Last Will and Testament of Anna F. Humphreys, said Wiltbeing of record in
Will Book 2, Card 827, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
(Anna F Humphreys)obtained title by deed from Minnie Crawford, et vir., dated
May 16, 1066, of record on Microfilm in Book 150, Card 2063, in the office aforesaid.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of sixty(60)
days, but if sold on a credit of 60 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in full within sixty (60) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable
in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but same shall be sold subject to
the 2012 ad valorem taxes.
This 7th day of February, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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PLAINTIFF,

eMURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY

Purchasing

Agent

Summary of Job Outten/Responsibilities:
Respopsitaie for establiting contractual agreements for goods and services in a manner to
maximize the best value for the University in
accordance with existing statutes, regulations,
and policies. Determine correct source based
on factors such as price, quality, need, arid any
other pertinent data. Establish responsive, productive and ethical relationships with university
departments, state agencies, professional trade
organizations, and vendors. This position
reports to the Director of Procurement Services.
Provide sources for merchandise, service and
maintenance.
Minimum Education Required: Bachelors
degree or higher in Business or related field.
Minimum Experience Required: Three (3)
years experience in purchasing a variety of
commodities and administering contracts. The
ability to communicate effectively both orally
and in wnting. Proficiency with M9-Word and
Excel.
Preferred Education and/or Experience:
Preference given for professional certification,
experience in procuring construction, and experience in governmental purchasing.

DEFENDANTS,

The above identified lots are transferred and conveyed subject to all protective
covenants and exceptions running with said land as shown on said plat as recorded in Plat Book 2, Page 91, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court,
Michael Wells, and wife, Ronnie Wells, obtained title to the above-described property by deed from Henry Clay Mitchell, and wife, Sally Mitchell, dated April 24.
2003, of record in Deed Book 488, Page 505, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be soldson a cash op credit basis of sixty (60)
days; but if sold on a credit of 60 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in full within sixty (60)days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable
in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security.
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but same shall be sold subject
to the 2012 ad valorem taxes.
This 7th day of February, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Covimiseioner
Calloway Circuit Court
060
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Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation
Center in Benton Kentucky, is currently seeking experienced SRNA's. We are offering a
sign on bonus of $500.00 to SRNA's who
have been state registered over three years
and has a good attendance. Here at Lake
Way we are building bridges from our home
to yours in everything we do.
Equal Opportunity Employer
Drug free facility/AAE
BODY man 'needed in
Paint Dept of a fast
paced production shop.
Applicants must be
experienced with body
work and preparing a
unit for final paint
stage. Contact Richard
Hall (270)753-4256 or
Hannigan
by
stop
Motorsports in Murray
for an application.

SEASONAL CDL driver. Class A required.
Apply in person at
1266 Brewers HWy.
Hardin. EOE
PT child cars provider.
Apply in person at
Christian
Childcare
Center. 810 Whilnell

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgetcom.
you will be redirected
to ribeetwork com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website •
Howexer, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have Any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you
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FENCE Experience
Needed.
Previous
experience in installing,-.
fabricating, fitting or
selling fence products
a plus. Please send ,
resumes to P.O. Box ;
7729 Paducah, KY r
42002-7729.
Fax 270-444-7065 or o
Call 270-444-0866
DENTAL Receptionist- .;
Front Office Staff
Private Dental Practice
in Murray seeking highly motivated individual'
who is detailed orient-I
ed and can multi-task.. •
•
You must be very
friendly and possess
great customer service
skills. Proficient com- •
puter skills a must. 1
•
Knowledge of dental
software and insurance
billing is highly pre-,
ferred. Full time posilion
Monday
thru
Thursday 8:00 a.m. to.;
5:00 p.m. Will train the'
right candidate. Send
resume to a P.O. Box
1040-D

Application Deadline: February 22, 2013
See Details and to Apply: Please visit
http://www.murraystatejobs.com/postings/2144.
Required documents: resume, cover letter,
three business contacts.
Women and minorities are encouraged
to apply. Murray State University Is an
equal education and employment
opportunity, WF/D, AA employer.
Tri-State International Trucks of
Murray is now hiring full-time,
Diesel Service Technicians

- 100 Max Hurt Dr., Murray, KY
Or Email: icrabtree@tristateintemational.net
.
fax to 270-753-5773
Call 270-753-1372 for more information

NOTICE OF SALE

ARROW FINANCIAL SERVICES, LLC,
BONNIE WELLS, CALVARY PORTFOLIO
SERVICES,LLC,dbUNTY OF CALLOWAY,
HEIGHTS FINANCE CORPORATION,
LVNV FUNDING, LLC, MICHAEL WELLS,
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This career opportunity is for someone with experience working on Heavy/Medium
duty diesel trucks. Compensation will depend
on qualifications including computer skills. TnState offers great wages, insurance package,
401(k), paid vacation 8o,holidays, and secure
employment. Apply in person at:

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-CI-00247
HAZEL ENTERPhIS4
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By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on January 14, 2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff
in the approximate amount of $2,865.25, plus interest, etc., I shall proceed to
offer for sale it the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, March 7, 2013, at
the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 393 Meacham
Drive, New Concord, KY, and being more particularly described as follows::
Lots 451A, 451B, 452A and 452B of Unit 1 of Kentucky Lake Development
Corporation, Inc., as shown by plat of the same which is recorded in Plat Book 2.
Page 91, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

Dated this the 1st day of February, 2013
TOM BLANICENSHIP
Special Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
909 Main Street

not less than 5

Concept's Sudoku

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-CI-00423

Tama The following terms are in effect unless otherwise merftioned above:
PLAINTIFF,

SUDOKU

CAPITAL ALLIANCE FINANCIAL, LLC,
CITY OF MURRAY,COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,
KENTUCKY,DH CAPITAL MANAGEMENT,INC., ,
KLAS PROPERTIES, LLC, LESLIE R_ HUMPHREYS,
LOURDES HOSPITAL,INC.,SOUTHERN
TAX SERVICES, LLC, UNENOWN SPOUSE,
IF ANY, OF LESLIE R. HUbfPHREYS,

NOTICE OF SALE

JUDY OZMUN,ET AL

NOTICX
lb:N.C. Brandon and Sons, and all unknown persons who claim any interest in the property at 106
Walnut Street, Town of Dexter, County at
Calloway, State of Kentucky, the subject matter of
this action, under N.C. Brandon and Sons, pertaining to Calloway Circuit Court case 12-C1-00642
involving Edward H. Lucy v. N.C. Brandon and
Sons, et al.

VS

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO 12-CI-00128

VS.

UMW
Milks

HAZEL ENTERPRISES,
'
LLC,

This 7th day of February, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master C-ommissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

BANK OF AMERICA, NA.,SUCCESSOR BY MERGER
TO BAC HOME LOANS SERVICING, L.P., FKA
COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS SERVICING, L.P.

Ural
Nolte
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Calloway County Health Department
602 Memory Lane
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-3381
(270) 753-8455
HELP WANTED
BREASTFEEDING PEER COUNSELOR
PERSONAL SERVICE CONTRACT
The Calloway County Health Department is
currently accepting applications for the
personal services contract employee position
of Breastfeeding Peer Counselor. This position
is a part-time, non-benefit, variable hours
contract position. The avetage work week will
be 10 to 20 hours per week as directed.
Contract will end on June 30 and renewal of
contract will be contingent upon grant funding.
Minimum Requirements: Applicant must (1)
have successfully breastfed an infant and be
an advocate for breastfeeding,(2) have been
or-currently is a WIC participant,(3) possess
basic computer skills in the use of e-mail and
common Word documents,(4) have the ability
to communicate effectively with peers, super
visors, and other health department staff, (5)
have reliable transportation,(6) be readily
accessible by phone, and (7) be able to
accommodate periodic overnight travel. In
addition, all interested applicants will be
required to complete a 3-4 day training course
at the health department prior to the interviews
being held. For this particular training, all
expenses MI be the responsibility of the applicant.
General Duties include: This position serves
under the direction of the Regional
Breastfeeding Coordinator and WIC
Coordinator. Responsibilities for this position
include, but are not limited to: Demonstrate the
ability to work with pregnant and breastfeeding
women as trained; Contact and Counsel WIC
pregnant and breastfeeding mothers by means
such as telephone or clinic visit; Follow-up on
all referrals to the program: Provide basic
breastfeeding information and support to new
mothers; Document all contacts per the
program standards; Maintain anb protect client
confidentiality; Attend quarterly peer counselor
meetings as directed; Assist local WIC staff in
breastfeading promotion through special
projects: and Complete at least 4 hours of
continuing education per year.

R.C.S.
Cleaning
Services Valentine's
Day Special
2.5/hr deep cleaning, 1
box of chocolate with.;
balloon or gift bag with
candles and balloon.
Plus 10% next cleartingit
for you or Mend. $75
270-970-4612
SEEKING
HOUSES
TO CLEAN
270-627-6095
WILL sit with elderly r
any hours.
270-328-8458
Want to Buy

ANTIQUES, Call Lar
753-3633
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
.
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
150
Articles
For Sale
BED Queen Pillow Top:
mattress set. NEW in
plastic. $195 270-2934121. Can deliver.
CHRISTOPHER'S
Coins
is buying.
What coins do you
have to sell?
Business is booming Trends N' Treasures
• Dr. Fuhrmann,
270-753-4161
FOR Sale: Wii Game
System
4 controllers, gun, and
games. $400 Call
227-8721 after 5 p.m.
STRAW $3.50/bale
753-4582 or 227-7352

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

605 E c-

(270) 753-1713
GOOD used air conditioner. used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric So gas heater,
storm windows
753-4109

Starting Salary: $10.00 per hour.
Applications may be obtained at the
Calloway County Health Department, 602
Memory Lane, Murray. KY 42071 or
..

-Thttiacids.kr.apvtdphilhdasni.htm.
FULL OR PART time GROWING Christian
housekeeping. Please School seeking qualisend resume to P.O. fied elementary educacandidates
Box 1040-G, Murray, tion
Contact 270-437-3170
KY 42071

LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS

Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO.
PARTS 759-9694

CLASSIFIEDS
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Firewood For Sale!
Delivered: $40.
270-293-7893

38R mobile home in
county. Coleman Real
Estate 270-753-9898
NICE 2BR trailer for
rent. No pets.
753-9866
320

1BR, 1I3A, W/D included $385.
2BR, IBA townhome,
W/D starting at
$500. Please call
270-753-7559

THREE bay shop to
rent. One IZ door, two
9' or 10' doors, Great
location off 121 South.
$550.00 a month. Call
270-753-2905 or
270-293-8595 for further information.

2 BD 1 BA Dup All Aps
No Pets. 753:0259

Restaurant
Building
110 S. 5th St.

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 29R units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
Phone:
accessible.
270-527-1311. MonFri.
Equal
9am-3pm
Housing Opportunity.
LARGE 2BR, 2 full
bath, C/H/A, all appliances, plus lawn service. 227-5173
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

sus*,
AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies
270-335-3943
270-994-3915

Saie

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

12t

270-293-4602

House For Sale
Mathis
Farm
Subdivision
4BR, 3BA
LR, DR, KIT, FR, BON
2 Car Att/Garage
Corner 1.2/acres
Detached workshop
270-293-6545
REDUCED by $18K.
4BR, 3BA, 2,75/sgft
with double carport.
Great location. City
schools. $147K
270-761-6150

DOG Obedience.

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1 BR rn $345

Equal ,,pportunIty

WWW

(270)436-2858.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283

Video Tour

270-227-3303

Serious inquiries

2BR, 2BA at 406
(Iambi
Crt.
north.
Available 3/1.
270-841-5653. No pets

2BR from $375

$68 per sq. it.

rhe Bullpen

SEVERAL homes for
rent in various locations. Coleman Real
Estate 270-753-9898

1BR Apts starling at
$275/month. Various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate. 753-9898

-Murray, KY-

For Sale or Lease

28R 1I3A, No Pets
North of Murray
270-759-4826

SMALL 2BR rental
house. 1 mile south of
city limits. 227-6431 of
293-6156

Home for Salo
on Golf Course'

HomesByOwner
com/62941

Aparlreuvls For Mel
1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

MICKEY WILSON

fieriNif\
MCCUISTON

DEVELOPMENT

ROOFING

[
Etc"Clit"C
1BR cabin 12 miles
south of Murray. $475
deposit, $475 /mo.
Includes all utilities
including cable No
pets 873-9013

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S

Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of 121S. 1ff Gins
IOXIO's & 10x15's

(270)436-2524te
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & dean
-We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.

753-9600.

3.8 acres on North 12th
Street. Adjacent to
Zaxby restaurant and
Walmart. 753-3949

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
CONSIGNING MOTHERS March 5-9 at the
County
Henry
Fairgrounds. Tum your
kid's outgrown clothing,
toys, and women's
clothing into money.
Participate by calling
731-697-6771 ir 731644-1126 or email
ConsigningMothers@g
mail.com. Drop off is
March 3rd! Check out
our Facebook page.

Murray Ledger & Tunes Fair
Housing Ad Notice

All real estate advertised herein
subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discnminabon based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national ongin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discnnunation.
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law. .
is

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

490
Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4161

•Tnmming

270-293-1924

*Stump Gnncling
*Firewood

Free Estimates

*Insured

All the quality...
without all the mess

(270) 489-2839

tjRRAy

Ivli

9aTERSVTTE.I ?t4C
From design to
completion, we work
with you to meet your
budget & timeline.
Roseanne!S Commeroal
-Free Estimates
-Our work & cwality
is guaranteed.

12 Ui 220-D444

David's Home
Improvement

• weekly & special
• locally owned/operated

LLc

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Water Damaged Floors
Braces 8 Floor Joists
Remodeling 8 Plumbing

Murrayconst.com
270-293-9170

Will Do Insurance Work
Visa& MasterCard Accepted

Hill Electric

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Since 1986
Residential &
COmmercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small
•

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree work.

Tree
YEARRY.'S
Service.Licensed and
insured. 24/hour emergency assistance. Free
estimates. 436-2562,
227-0267

MYERS Computers &
More
PC cleanup, repairs,
custom build service.
Emergency lighting &
radio programming.
Low budget photography.
Call 270-681-0714

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

eed somewhere to

slope your slur

- We Offer:
• All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• We now have
80 Climate Control Units

ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
•Don for free estimate.
270-226-5576

MiestriaUtsamarcialThesiiseeal
lames C.Slaws
W W W.OECLI.C.NET

fu

(270)759-0890

The ra
West Ke
Mona;
committi
Callowa.

GARLAND
RENTAL%
"If you've otit, we can store itFor all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Light‘Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

Brock

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

"We'vi

who is
$1,400.'
money f
Williar
lenge w;
together
Wednes(
$1,100i
"I don

270-753-2905

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

SMALL BUSINESS
The Backbone Of America
Advertise with us for the best results!
-

1x1 $75 per month
1x1.5 $85 per month
2x2 $300 per month
2x3 $350 per month

kentuckylake
remodeling.com

We will knowingly accept any

advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed 1986 Nomad 30 toot
that all dwellings advertised are camper. New fridge
available on an equal opportuand hot water heater.
nity basis
For further assistance with Fair Camper in excellent
Housing Advertising require- shape. Set up in
ments, contact NAA Counsel Murray mobile home
Rene P Milam,(703)648-10(10
park. Excellent place to
live cheap. Lot rent
$150/month. $3,450
111.111. MOVII•10
obo. 706-982-0440

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

DRYWALL & painting:
no lob too big or small.
Free estimates Call
Logan at
270-293-0476.

n

1970 Dodge Charger (270) 293-8726 OR
R/T 440 Magnum, 759-5534
automatic, BLACK ON Chuck Van Buren
BLACK, factory A/C,
asking $8500, timFrom Drywall &
Painting to
many7@juno.com
Bathrooms &
502-354-8759.
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing.
We Do It All,
Campers
No Job To Small'
270-873-9916
rsr visit our wehsite
2003 Springdale by
Keystone. 1211 slideout,
3011. bumper pull
$8.995 270-293-4602

Vol. 1

*Removal

•

753-9562
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfleld Estates.
BG Real Propert3
Professionals
293-7872

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

This Girl Can Mow
ccupting ow awl
Care Accounts
ommercia an •

go to foi

riot take
do
respondi
Special I
Both n
All of
William

Call 75$-1916

Residential
MowIng•Trimming
MuichincyLandscaping
Hedge Tiartiréry
Leaf Removal
Bush Hogging

Ask for
Natasha or Cjelsea

We'll be glad to help!

Trisha 227-1685
•

Special
and wha
ed that
Brockm
Lake.
jn the
possibly
morning
and the :

AP Interview: U.N. envoy says Iraq must hear Sunnis
•

BAGHDAD (AP) — Iraq's sands held on terrorism-related
Shiite-led government should do charges remain in detention, and
more to address complaints„ by.....there has been no sign of
the country's disaffected Sunni progress on changing legislation
.....
,
minority about human rights and policy.
violations and lack of due
Martin Kobler, the U.N. envoy
process, the U.N. envoy to the to Iraq, said that while he
country said in an interview believes the head of the committee, Deputy Prime Minister
Monday.
Sunnis have staged mass ral- Hussain al-Shahristani, is taking
lies in recent weeks to protest the Sunni concerns seriously,
what they see as unfair treat- "there is more the government
ment of their sect by the govern- could do" to deal with the proment of Noun al-Maliki, a Shiite testers' demands.
"We have the impression that a
accused by critics of monopolizlot of the problems (raised by
ing power.
The protests, along with a the demonstrators) are rule of
recent spike in.lethal attacks by law, human rights problems, the
suspected Sunni insurgents, situation-4_detention centers.
have revived fears that sectari- And these are all problems the
anism could one day tear apart government can solve .tomorThe
Kobler
told
'Iraq's fragile national fabric. The row,"
country is home to a Shiite Associated Press.
The envoy said that while the
majority and sizeable Sunni and
U.N. does not deal with Sunni
,Kurdish minorities.
Late Monday, a suicide attack- political demands, protesters'
er detonated an explosives-laden complaints about human rights
'truck at the gate of a military violations are of concern.
"Every torture case in a prison
base in the northern city olf
Mosul, killing four soldiers and is one torture case too many, and
wounding seven, a police officer those who do it have to be
and a health official said. Both brought to justice," he said,
spoke on condition of anonymi- speaking at a U.N. compound in
ty as they were not authorized to Baghdad's Green Zone, the vast,
heavily fortified seat of the Iraqi
release information.
. Sunni protesters, meanwhile, government.
"This does not change
say they are being targeted
and
overnight,
but this is something
government
unfairly by the
always
make very clear, and
laws
we
anti-terrorism
vague
that
are being used to detain Sunnis we are in contact with the Iraqi
arbitrarily. They have called for authorities to bring about an
a release of prisoners, an inves- improvement of these human
tigation of alleged human rights rights demands of the demonabuses in prisons and ending the strators." Kobler added.
The spokesmen for the prime
practice of holding wives of terminister
and deputy prime minsuspects.
"
ror
The government has formed a ister were not available for comcommittee to consider the ment
he U.S. ambassador to Iraq.
demands, and has released about
3,000 detainees. However, thou- Robert Stephen Beetruft, said it

would -be dangerous to let the
problem fester — a warning that
seemed largely directed at alMaliki.
'It's in everybody's interest to
engage and try to resolve it '
now," Beecroft said in an interview broadcast by Iraqi TV station al-Sumaria late Sunday.
"Waiting ... is a risky strategy
... and sometimes things do fizzle out. But often times they get
worse," he said, urging both
sides to come up with "bold

solutions to this, not tentative
steps."
Kobler, meanwhile, appealed
to the international community
to speed up efforts to resettle
Iranian exiles who have been
living at a former U.S. army
base on the outskirts of
Baghdad.
On Saturday, assailants fired
rockets and mortars at what was
once known as Camp Liberty,
killing six of the exiles and
wounding around 40.

The camp houses about 3,100
members of Mujahedeen-eKhalq, the militant wing of a
Paris-based Iranian opposition
group, the National Council of
Resistance of Iran. Iraq's proIranian government considers
MEK a terrorist group and
wants it out of the country.
The refugee camp is meant to
be a tempoAry Way station
while the United NatiCins works
to find host countries for the

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Thursday, Feb. 14, 2013:
This year your words carry a lot
of weight. You don't need to
fight for an audience; others
make it their pleasure to listen to
your ideas. Your resourcefulness
impresses them. Give 150 percent to whatever you choose to
focus on. The results might not
be any different, but you will
feel better. If you are single, you
don't need to go far -- your magnetic personality attracts many
potential suitors. If you are
attached, your interactions are
full of intensity and understanding. You will enjoy your time
together more, especially as you
learn new ways of expressing
yourself. You are never shy with
ARIES.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic,
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult

refugees. They are unlikely to
return to Iran because of their
opposition to the regime.
Kobler said the lethal attack
"is a serious reminder now to
increase the pressure on resettlement countries to offer them
resettlement opportunities."
He said he expects Germany
and other European countries to
offer refuge to some of the
exiles in coming months.

around, overthinking a certain
situation. You certainly are not in
a gregarious mood right now.
Take off and do something just
for you. Often, you give too
much of yourself. It's OK to be a
little me-oriented sometimes.
Tonight: Suddenly on center
stage.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** A meeting points you in
a certain direction. Follow
through on what seems like the
obvious choice. - You can't sit
back and do nothing. Friends
and loved ones surround you.
Valentine's Day seems to put a
smile on many faces. Tonight:
Have fun.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You have a lot of responsibility that's been tossed on you.
Take your time, and check out
the details when executing
plans. Focus on your long-term
goals. Others might take advantage of the moment and your
caring spirit. Tonight: Finish what
others have left undone. -

ARIES(March 20-AprIl 19)
***** What you want done

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** A little mystery goes a

can be accomplished easily right
now. Your perspective transforms as well. Focus on your
long-term objectives. A meeting
provides direction quickly and
effectively. Touch base with a
close friend Of family member.
Tonight. Let the good times roll.

long way, and it has the potential
to increase the level of excitement between you and someone
else. Unexpected news comes
in from a distance. Read'
between the lines when dealing
with this person. Tonight:
Somewhere very different.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Dealing with one special
person occupies your day.
Fortunately, he or she is in a
good mood, which makes it easier to relate on a one-on-one
level. A friendly gesture in the
morning could warm up the
office atmosphere. Tonight:
Make plans to be with a special
person.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** A key person is controlling. Your creativity gives you an
idea that breaks through his or
her power play. You need to be
careful, as this individual could
feel very vulnerable as a result.
You are likely to see a new side
of an old friend. Tonight: Say
"yes" to an imaginative idea.
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
*** Listen to a friend's creative
idea for Valentine's Day plans.
Make the most of the moment.
Someone who wants to be your
Valentine lets you know his or
her feelings. Be sensitive yet
open. Your fiery side will emerge
if you feel cornered. Tonight:
Make it relaxing.
SAGITTARIUS '(Nov. 21-Doc.
21)
***** Reach out to others in

Too

50
30

Dail
by Jacqueline Mar

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might be moping

WEA

Tb

thoughts. Tonight: Talk is cheap.

Thuri

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Let ideas circulate about a

Highs
Quthw
mph.

personal choice you've made.
Honor a suggestion from your
inner circle. You know what
works for you; don't assume that
it works for others. Listen carefully, and juggle the pros and
cons of what is 'being offered.
Tonight: Work close to home.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your unique style often

Thurl

cloudy. I

&Cs

Home

seems irresistible to others. Your
smile and attitude tells them that
you believe you are on the winning team. Speak your mind,
and share more of what you
think. Situations emerge that
allow greater give-and-take.
Tonight: You don't need to go far.

PISCES (Feb.19-March 20)
*** You clearly have gone
through a change, and you might
be digesting the ramifications of
this
transformation.
Your
instincts are working overtime.
Focus on what feels right and
what offers the most opportunities. Tonight: Treat a friend to
dinner and a movie.

BORN TODAY

Actor Gregory Hines (1946),
a discussion; they will be singer/songwriter Rob Thomas
pleased to share their ideas and (1972), journalist Cad Bernstein
collaborate with you. Return (1944)
calls. Much might be happening
that you'd prefer not to talk Jacquelin* Blgar Is on the
about. Your words have impact, Internet at wwwfacquellneblso remain sensitive to others' ger.corn.
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